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INTRODUCTION
In this thesis part of the magnetic properties of isolated paramagnetic
spin systems will be analysed from a theoretical point of view. Isolated
spin systems are systems of paramagnetic spins, arranged in a rigid lattice.
In the general theory of paramagnetism the interaction between the spin
systems and the lattice vibrations is also taken into account and this gives
rise to the so-called spin-lattice relaxation. In the present investigation
we concentrate our attention on the internal properties of the spin systems
and of these properties specifically the first-orderresponse to a change in the
external magnetic field. This response is given by the relaxation function
(chapter III). Equivalent information is given by the high-frequency
susceptibilities x '(p ) and x"(w ), which are related to the relaxation function
by a Fourier transformation (ch. III).
Special attention is paid to %' for frequency zero (ch. I, II) and the
discrepancy between the value of this quantity computed in a thermo
dynamical way (xs) and that found with the aid of the theory of the
adiabatic approximation (%is), in the case of a large constant external field,
if use is made of standard perturbation methods. For large macroscopic
systems in which there is a dipole-dipole interaction between the spins,
one should expect these two susceptibilities to be equal and we are of the
opinion that the discrepancy for these systems is determined by the misuse
of perturbation calculus. If one makes certain hypotheses, of a very general
character, about the nature of the energy spectrum of such large systems,
it is possible to prove that %s = £is, for all values of the constant external
field (ch. II). We have the opinion that we can give these hypotheses
plausibility by relating them to well-known properties of the energy spectrum
of small systems. One of the hypotheses is equivalent to the second law of
thermodynamics.
For small systems and large constant external fields a general relation
between x s and xia, in the case of powdered crystals, is derived on the basis
of a perturbation calculation (ch. I). For a large class of systems without
exchange interaction between the spins, we found xialxs ~ 4/5; this ratio
is determined by the tensorial character of the different terms in the spin
hamiltonian.
If there is an exchange interaction this value obeys the inequality:
0 < Xia/xs < 4/5, if S < 3/2.
9

The value of xis computed in this way with the aid of perturbation
methods, also has a physical meaning for large systems (ch. II) and is
denoted by ^l8sm for these systems, to distinguish between this quantity
and the correct value of the isolated susceptibility: %is(= %s)> determined
in chapter II. ^l8sm does not correspond to the susceptibility for frequency
zero for these large systems, but gives the value of %' in a certain frequency
interval, the lower boundary of which is of the order of the so-called spin-spin
relaxation time. The upper limit of this interval is of the order of the Larmor
frequency wh (ch. II).
For simple systems, containing only one kind of magnetic spins, the
change from xs to %issm is marked by the spin-spin relaxation time r, i.e.
in the neighbourhood of the frequency 1/t, x drops from %s to %i8sm, when
the frequency increases. A more precise definition of t may be given by
means of the asymptotic behaviour of the relaxation function, showing an
exponential form:
A exp (—t/r) + B.
For the computation of t a detailed analysis of this relaxation function is
necessary.
In the chapters III, IV and V a general method is developed for computing
spin-spin relaxation times for two different cases. In the first one the constant
external magnetic field is large as compared to the total internal field
;
a general definition of this quantity is given in chapter III.
(Hi* = H i J + Ht * + Hi *) Hidl, Hi,x and Hiu
correspond respectively to the contributions of the dipole-dipole interaction,
the exchange interaction and the electric splitting to this internal field).
The relaxation is effected by the non-secular part of the interaction, i.e.
that part that does not commute with the component of the total magnetic
moment in the direction of the constant external field. It is shown that r
is, in first order, given by the zero-value of the frequency distribution of the
matrix elements of this non-secular part in a representation diagonalizing
the secular part and the magnetic moment simultaneously. This result was
already known, but a detailed derivation has never been given, since
standard perturbation methods cannot be used for this problem. Also,
higher order corrections to the value of r are given for the general case of
simple systems containing only one group of spins (all spins are of the same
kind). A generalization for the systems containing more groups is indicated.
For these systems the number of relaxation times equals the number of such
groups (ch. III).
In chapter IV a numerical illustration of the theory developed in chapter
III is given. A comparison with the experiments is made for the ammonium
cupric Tutton salt. Another part of this chapter is devoted to discussion and
criticism of previous theories on the subject.
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The final chapter of this thesis is devoted to the second case Of spin-spin
relaxation; a special mechanism is observed in salts in which there is a large
electric splitting due to the crystalline field (ch. V).
When the Zeeman splitting and the electric splitting are of the same order
of magnitude we may expect the possibility of two-spin processes for which
the sum of Zeeman and electric energy is approximately conserved, giving,
nevertheless, a net change of the total magnetic moment of the system.
The corresponding relaxation time(s) is (are) computed with a method
quite similar to that developed in chapter III. For this relaxation mechanism
we restrict ourselves to the case th a t:

i.e. the splittings in the one-ion spectra are large as compared to the shifts
caused by the interactions. Only part of the operator of the total spin
moment contributes to the relaxation, i.e. the part that commutes with the
zero order hamiltonian containing the Zeeman and the electric terms.
Also, in this case the relaxation is effected by the non-secular part of the
interaction and, for the simple systems, the corresponding relaxation time
is given, in first order, by the zero-value of the frequency distribution of
this non-secular part in a representation diagonalizing the secular part
and the zero-order hamiltonian simultaneously. In a way quite similar to
that indicated in chapter III, a generalization for more complicated systems,
containing different groups, is given.
We think that in this thesis we have given a general theory of paramagne
tic spin-spin relaxation phenomena, in the case of relatively large splittings
in the one spin energy spectra. For the case that neither H nor Hin is large
as compared to
and H ^ , we do not believe that there will be relaxation
phenomena in the sense of the chapters III, IV, and V, i.e. in general, the
relaxation function will not have an asymptotic exponential form.

Chapter I

THE RATIO OF THE ISOLATED AND THE ADIABATIC
SUSCEPTIBILITY OF PARAMAGNETIC CRYSTALS
Synopsis

For certain powdered crystals the value 4/5 is derived for the ratio of the isolated
susceptibility (/is) and the adiabatic susceptibility (xs) in the case of a high-frequency
field parallel to a strong constant field H. The derivation is given by means of geo
metrical arguments which give an insight into the remarkable fact that for so many
crystals one finds the same value for the ratio of the two susceptibilities.

1. Introduction. The purpose of this chapter is to compute the ratio of the
isolated magnetic susceptibility %is and the adiabatic magnetic susceptibility
Xs for certain powdered crystals, in the case of large values of H (the constant
external field).
In section 2 the spin hamiltonian is given in its most general form in the
case that we restrict ourselves to ions with a nondegenerate lowest orbital
level and 5 < 3/2 for the lowest multiplet. Exchange interactions are not
considered.
Section 3 gives explicit expressions for the two susceptibilities in terms
of the energy eigenvalues of the spin system and a simple expression for
(x§ — xis) lxs 'n the case of large values of H. In section 4 we find the simple
result Xis/xs — 4/5 for those cases mentioned in section 2, making use of
general geometrical arguments.
2. The spin hamiltonian. Let us consider magnetic ions with a non
degenerate lowest orbital level. The spin-degeneracy of this level is removed
by an external magnetic field H, an electrostatic interaction of the ions
with their surroundings and a dipole-dipole interaction between the different
magnetic ions.
The magnetic and electric splittings are supposed to be small compared
to the distance to the next orbital level.
We confine ourselves to the case of an isotropic g-tensor for the lowest
multiplet with g = 2 for all the ions (no orbital contribution to the magnetic
splitting in the lowest multiplet). The susceptibilities are calculated for
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those temperatures for which kT is small compared to the excitation energy
of the next orbital level, but large compared to the splittings in the lowest
multiplet.
If we neglect exchange interactions and restrict ourselves to the case
S ^ 3/2 for all the magnetic ions, the so-called spin hamiltonian has the
form1) 2) :
Siz + S*[Z)*{5^2 _ i Sh(Sh + 1)} + E h(Sh-z - SA-2)] +
+ g2Po2 2 k * rfk [-S; •Sk—3(Sj ■rjk)(Sk ■rjk)/rjk2].

(1)

In formula (1) the indices i, h, j and k number the different magnetic ions.
^hx’ Efry and
are the components of the spinvector Sk of the h—th ion
in the directions of the magnetic anisotropy axes (xh> yh, zh) of this ion.
Siz is the component of the spinvector S( in the direction of the external
magnetic field, /?0 is the Bohr magneton and rjk the radius vector of the
distance between the ions ƒ and k.
The magnetic anisotropy is induced by the anisotropic electric interaction
of the ions with their surroundings. The electric interaction gives rise only
to quadratic terms in the spin operators in the case .S' ^ 3/2; a transformation
to principal axes for every ion separately gives the most general form:
2* ['Da{5'A22 — \Sh{Sk + 1)} + Eh(Sh- 2 — Sft-2)], in which a constant is
added to make the trace zero; Dk and Eh are constants, depending on the
asymmetry of the electric interaction. For .S > 3/2 we have in the most
general case a more complicated form; higher order terms in the spin
operators will appear in the hamiltonian of the electric interaction.
Besides the individual systems (Xh, yh, Zh) we consider one general system
(*, y, z) whose 2-axis is directed along the external magnetic field.
Now we take such large values of H that we can consider the second and
third terms in (1) as small perturbations and we write formula (1) in the
following form:
- gfioHSz +

=

+ j T , (Sz = Z f Siz).

(2)

An elementary perturbation calculation gives a convergent series for the
eigenvalues of (2) only if we restrict ourselves to the case of a small number
of ions (see e.g. B loem bergen 3)). In the following we restrict ourselves
to small numbers of ions though in all practical cases this number is so
large that our series diverges. In the case that there is no dipole-dipole
interaction the given result still holds for larger numbers. (See also the
remark at the end of this chapter).
3. The susceptibilities %ia and %s- For the definition of the isolated and
adiabatic susceptibility (^ls and *s) we refer to B ro er 4), who gives general
formulae for these quantities. We consider only the case of high-frequency
13

fields parallel to the constant field H and in that case from Broer’s results
we can, making use of the fact that Tr
= 0, in a simple manner derive:
1
Xis =

1

J~kT
\ 8H )

s m

-

(3)

’

(SA 8)" 1

w. Yl
8H ) _

(4)

^ a(a = 1,
p) are the eigenvalues of (1) and (2), p is their total number.
For large isolated systems of ions these two quantities xs and xia, and their
difference, have a simple interpretation in certain cases. If an interaction
between the ions is not included in our hamiltonian 30*o +
, the Xs can be
interpreted as the susceptibility to be found when, during the whole
period of the high-frequency field, an equilibrium distribution over the
discrete one-ion levels is conserved by means of the interaction, the %i8 being
the susceptibility in the case that no transitions, that would maintain an
equilibrium distribution, take place, xis is °nly different from zero when
the expectation value of the magnetic moment for one or more of the one-ion
states depends on the value of H, the non-diagonal elements of ft, the
magnetic moment in the direction of the external field, not all being zero
(jia = _ dSJSH ; 8/xJ8H = - 82$J8H Z 0 for one or more a’s). Per
turbation calculation gives in the lowest order of \/H:
(*s - X*)lzs = Tr

30”*.

(5)

30”sec is that part of 30” that commutes with 30’o- Calculating the quantity
(5) for a crystal powder, we must average the right member over all directions
of the external field H with respect to the crystal axes.
There is some discussion as to which of the two quantities xs and %is is
to be identified with an experimental high-frequency susceptibility, measured
in the frequency interval (l/rr < w < l/rg) (rr = spin-lattice relaxation
time and ts = spin-spin relaxation time). In the remark at the end of this
chapter we shall pay some attention to the value of (4) for large systems. In
connection with this problem, the computation of £s —%is for large systems,
we also refer to K lein 45).
4. The ratio of %is and x& for powdered crystals. Before starting the com
putation of (5) we introduce the Eulerian angles (oyfc, ftrt) and (“*>
Vh)
which respectively define the position of the vectors
and the systems
(xh, y h, zft) with respect to the axes (x, y, z).
The last step in our computation of (5) for a powder will be the averaging
over these Eulerian angles.
These angles are defined in the following way: fljk is the angle between
the z-axis and the vector r^ , ay* indicates the angle between the projection
14

of the vector rjk on the xy-plane and the *-axis; /?Ais the angle between the
and the zA-axis, otAthat between the projection of the zA-axis on the
xy-plane and the ^-axis and yA measures the angle between the xA-axis
and the zzA-plane.
We now can write
in the form:
2-axis

~

SPO H S, +

+

2

a

S

j/

— 2 { — ) M U r 2At(<Xli,

Ph, ytl)

U S2 - M ( S h ) +

S i -8— 3 {—)M Tr2M(rjk(<xjk, P}ic)) T82-m (Sj, Sk).

(6)

In this formula t/r<s>2M and Trt8)2M are components of irreducible tensors
of rank 2. If we have exchange terms in (1), we should also have terms of
the form const. X T80o{Sj, Sk) in (6), whereas S values larger than 3/2 lead
to the appearance of tensor components U ^ LM with L > 2, in the spin
hamiltonian. For the definition of irreducible tensor operators, the compo
nents of which we have characterized by the symbols TLM and ULM (in
our case L = 0,2), we refer to E dm o n d s 6).
In (6) the tensor operators U82M and T 82m have the following form:
= SA±2,
U°2±i(Sh)
(SniShz + S hz S h±),
Us2o{Sb) = f-v/6 [SAz2 — l(S h+ Sft_ -f SA_SA+)],
T s2±z{S], Sk) = Si±S k±,
^g2±i (Sj, Sk) = =p (Sj±Skz -}- S]ZS k±),
T s2o(Sj, Sk) = §\/6 [SJzS kz - i(SJ+S k- + S j-S k+)].
U»2±2(Sb)

(7^

The S± are step operators: S± = Sx ± iS y.
In the appendix we have given explicit expressions for Ur2M(<xh, Ph, yh) and
Tr2M(rjk(aik, p}k)). In our calculations we only need their transformation
properties:
Tr2M(fjk(«jk, f}]k)) = 2 AT
= @20M{«Jk, P]lc, 0)

p]k, 0) Tr2M'(Q, 0)jk =
7>2 o(0,

0);*,

(8)

Ur2M{<*h, Ph, yh) = 2 M' @2M’M(lXh, Ph, yh) Ur2M'(0, 0)A.
The
are the matrix elements of the irreducible representation of the
rotation group for L = 2.
We shall also need the following properties of the T82M and US2M:
Tr T ‘*2m {S), S k) T s2M'(Sj, S k)
Tr T s*2m {Sj, S k) T s2M’(Sj', S k,)

100 Öm ,m ' (Sj
16 &M,M' (Sj
1
(Sj

■S k = 3/2),
: S k = 1),
sk = 1/2),

0 for 7 ^ ƒ' and/or k

(

9)

k'

(j < k and j' < k'),
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=

24
4

=

0

—

T r t / st2M(>Sft)

U s2 M' {Sh)

öm ,m '

öm,m '

{Sh — 3/2),
(Sft = 1),

(

10)

(Sjt = *) *).

T r U8^2m {S}i) Us2M'{Sh') — 0 f°r A ^ h'.
The calculation of T r T**zm(S], Sk) T s2 M'{S), Sk) w ith S j ^ S k is om itted.
In the general case we find:
T r T * u t{S j, S k) T*2M'(S], S k) = 4 (S #, S*) <V M',
T r f7st2ii/(<Sft) Us2M'(Sh)

= B(Sh)

öm, w

-

The 3>2m 'M obey the following orthogonality relations:
® 2‘ mjk'(%,

Ph, Yh)

Ph, y h ) ahfiwh

0 2*oM(°y*. Pm, 0) ^ 2om- (ay*. Pjk, 0 )'* * *

= i < W ' < W " ',

(12)

= I< W -

The b ar indicates averaging over the variables indicated a t the right end.
From (6) we h a v e :

J f ' = 2 a 2 m ( - ) M^ r2M(<x*, Ph, 7 a) U * 2 - M { S h) +
+ 2 k * D m {—)MT r2M{rjk(«jk, Pjk))Ts2-M{S], S k),

(13)

JTsec = Dft tfr2o(«A, Ph, Yh) ^*20(Sft) +
+ S k * Tr2o{rjk(*]k, Pjk))Ts2o[Sj, Sk).
T r J T 2 is independent of the angles ay*, Pjk, “ ft. Ph, Y h this is to be ex
pected on geometrical grounds because of the non-existence of interference
term s between the electric and the dipole-dipole p art of the perturbation.
From (13) we find, w ith the help of (8), (11) and (12):
f 7 W * * 'y = T r J f ' T 3 T a’P,Y =

= 2ft 2 m i M2 2 m ' i M '2(-)Mi+M,Ti f^st2—
Mi(^ft) f-^S2—
M2 ft) ’
• ^ 2 M 'l M x ^ f t, Ph, Yh) ^ 2M '2M 2 («A, Ph, n ) a h A ’Vh U r*2M 'l (0, 0 ) f t t / r 2M '2(0 , 0 ) f t +

+ 2k*2

m im 2

(—)Mi+M2 T r T st2-Mi(S;,

S * ) T * 2 -m 2

(®i, s *)'

•^ 2*0Mi («k . Pik’ °) ^ 20M2(°y*> Pi*> 0)m M Tr20(0, 0)** 2*20(0,0)** =
=2ftSMxM22M 'iM '2(-)Ml+M^MiM2^M 'iM '2^ r*2M'i(0,0)ftf7»-2M2'(0,0)ftB(SA) +

+ 2 k * 2 mjM2 (—)Ml+Ms <3m i M2 |T r2o(0,0)y* r r 2o(0,0);*.4(S„ Sft) =
= 2ft B { S n ) 2 m U r*2M{0, o)ft U r2M{0, 0)A +
+ 2 k * -4(Sy, S*) T r20(0, 0)y* T r2o(0, 0)/*.
Thus we h a v e :
T r ^ f '2 = T r
+ 2

= 2 ft B (S a) 2 m C/r*2M(0, 0)» I/r2M(0, 0)* +
*
s *) r»-2o(o, o),* r>-20(0, o),*.

k

») In the case of S = i there is no “ crystal splitting” .
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(14)

The computation of Tr .2^'2Se c ’v is now easily performed. In the deriva
tion of (14) we met a summation over M \ and M 2 ', for Tr ^ ' 2sec“’^,y we
have to leave out this summation and to take only the term which corres
ponds to M i = M 2 = 0. Thus we find:
Tr ^

SeCa’P’v = I T r l F ^ . r = | Tr JT'2,

( 15)

and for a crystal powder we have:
(is - lisj/is = Tr * '* ,„ * * * IT tJT'* = §,
or
Iis/is = 4/5.
This result has a very simple qualitative explanation: in we have an equal
contribution from all the tensor components (M = —2, ..., +2) and in £ls
contributions only from the non-secular ones (M ^ 0), all of them having
the same value. In all the cases that there are only tensors with L > 2
(no exchange) the fraction ^is/ls will obey the inequality 4/5 < Xia/xs < 1•
If there are only tensors with L = 0 (exchange, no crystal splitting and no
dipole-dipole interaction) xia/xs = 0 and in the most general case (L = 0,2,...)
this fraction can have all possible values between 0 and 1.
Remark: The given result holds only for a small number of ions, if there
is a dipole-dipole interaction. In all practical cases measurements are done
on large (macroscopic) systems for which the perturbation calculation we
have used does not converge, since a dipole-dipole interaction is present.
In the case of large systems with a dipole-dipole interaction present and
all the dimensions of the system becoming infinitely large for N -> 00
(N = the total number of ions), we hope to be able to prove the following
relation between xs and xialim (%s - Xia)lxs = 0.
N

- > 00

Appendix: Explicit expressions for the tensor components Urls)LM
Ur2 ±z{oc, p, y) = | e ±2Mt[Z) sin2/? + \E {(1 — cos /S)2 e^ 2<y +
+ (1 + cos/3)2 e ±2i>7],
Ur2±i(a, p, y) = -p £eita [D sin /? cos /? + \ E {sin /? (1 — cos /?) e^ 2iy —
— sin/S (1 + cos/?)e±2<y}],
Ur2o(a, /?, y) = ^ a/6 [D(3 cos2/? — 1) + 3E sin2/? cos 2y],
T r 2 ±z(rjk)

=

— I

(gfio ) 2 ------ -- f a *

rjk5

±

iyjk)2,

Tr2±i(rjk) == ± I {gPo)2----—(xjk dr iyjk) Zjk,
1'jkb
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T r2o{Tjlc) =

— i V 6 t e ^ o ) 2 ■— g- (3^'fc2 — ^ fc 2).

X])c, ytjk and 2^ are the components of
well known functions of ajk, fijk-

in the system (x, y, z). They are
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Chapter II

THE ISOLATED AND ADIABATIC SUSCEPTIBILITIES
OF LARGE SYSTEMS
S y n o p s is

It can be shown that for large systems of magnetic ions with dipole-dipole inter
action the isolated susceptibility Xis and the adiabatic susceptibility xs are identical,
if two hypotheses are made about the nature of the energy spectrum of such systems.
These hypotheses say that the density of energy levels of such systems and the de
rivative of every energy eigenvalue with respect to H, the constant external field,
can be approximated by continuous functions of the energy, for a fixed value of H.
The derivation of the equivalence of xia and
is given for single crystals for all
directions of the external field with respect to the crystal axes and for all values of
H, whereas the ratio xis : xs = 4 : 5, derived in the previous chapter r) for a certain
class of small systems, refers to powders only and to large values of H.
Finally it is shown that in the case of large H there is always a frequency interval
in which the high-frequency susceptibility of a powder has the value of £la, computed
in the previous chapter, though the single crystals in a powder are expected to be much
larger than those systems for which the computation given in that chapter is correct.

1. Introduction. In the previous chapter *), to be referred to hereafter as I , the
value 4/5 was found for the ratio of the isolated and the adiabatic suscepti
bility of certain powdered crystals. In the case of systems with dipole-dipole
interaction a restriction was made as to the number of magnetic ions (the
number of ions in one single crystal in the powder has to be very small; the
heat contact between the single crystals was supposed to be negligible).
In a concluding remark the result, to be expected for large systems, was
given. By large systems were meant such systems for which elementary
perturbation calculation does not give a convergent series for the energy
eigenvalues.
The purpose of this chapter is to show the identity of xia and
for large
systems of magnetic ions with dipole-dipole interaction. One only considers
ions with a zero orbital momentum. The result xia = Zs refers to single
crystals as well as to powders, xia being independent of the direction of the
external field H with respect to the crystal axes. The restriction S < 3/2,
made in I, can be abandoned too and the equivalence of the two sus
ceptibilities holds for all values of H.
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Only those lattices are considered which contain one sort of magnetic
ions and for which
(rlk)~6 is independent of j (rjk is the distance
between the j—th ion and the A-th ion).
In section 2 the hamiltonian of our system is given. Section 3 contains
formulae for the quantities xs and xis, valid for arbitrary systems. It is
shown that the main point of our derivation will be the computation of
{dtfJdH)2, where <fa(a = 1,2,...) are the energy eigenvalues of the
system. The quantity ^(ciS Jd H )2 is a rather complicated symmetric
function of the eigenvalues
an explicit expression of this function is
given in section 4. In principle this symmetric function can be expressed in
terms of the trace of powers of 34?, the hamiltonian; one has thus a straight
forward method to compute the value of ’Z jd&JdH)'2 as a function of H.
But this method leads to insurmountable difficulties in the case of large N ,
the total number of ions. Therefore in section 5 asymptotic values of
Tr
= 2 / u 2’1 for large N are given, which enable us to compute the
value of the quantity '£la(dé’JdH)2 for systems, all dimensions of which are
of the order IV*. Use is made of two hypotheses concerning the properties
of the energy spectrum of our systems. These hypotheses can be given well
defined physical contents. The first one says that the level density can be
approximated by a continuous function of the energy, for a fixed value of
H. In the second one the same is postulated for the derivative with respect
to H of every energy eigenvalue.
In both hypotheses our magnetic system has an arbitrary but fixed
position with respect to the direction of H.
In section 6 it is shown that for large values of H there is always a frequency
interval in which the high-frequency susceptibility of a powder has the
value of %i8 derived in I. One can thus distinguish between two extensive
quantities: the value of ^is computed in a way which is correct for small
systems only, if one defines %is by means of formula (3) of I, and the value of
£ls, defined in the same way, computed with the aid of the method given
in this chapter, a method which is only correct for large systems. For the
first quantity we introduce the new symbol £iSsm, whereas we reserve the
symbol xis for the last one.
One expects that the greater part of the single crystals in a powder are
much larger than the so-called small systems, for every practical value of
H. The powdering has only the effect that the measured value of xis takes
the value of xis for a single crystal averaged over all directions of the
field H.
2. The hamiltonian. The hamiltonian of our system only contains a
Zeeman term and an interaction term, since only the case of zero orbital
momentum is considered. If the ions have higher orbital levels with L ^ 0,
our hamiltonian is, as a matter of fact, a spin hamiltonian. In all cases kT
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is supposed to be small compared to the orbital excitation energy, but large
compared to the splittings in the lowest orbital level.
Consequently the hamiltonian has the form:
* - ~ gfioH 2 , Siz +
+ «

2 /< * ~

rjt3

(Sj -St ) - 3

( 1)

rjk 2

In formula (1) the indices i, j and k number the magnetic ions. Siz is the
component of the spinvector S t of the i-th ion in the direction of the magnetic
field H, fj0 is the Bohr magneton and rjlc the radius vector of the distance
between the ions j and k, rilc being its length. The Landé g-factor will have
the value 2 in all cases. Only those lattices are considered which contain one
sort of magnetic ions and for which 2fc (&#;') rjic~4*6 is independent of ƒ.
3. The susceptibilities xis and ^g. In I formulae for %i8 and ^g —
given, both in the high temperature approximation:

were

ë£„ V
For a discussion of the physical meaning of these quantities one is referred
to the chapter mentioned. In (2) and (3) <s?a (« = 1,2, ,,.,p) are the eigen
values of (1) (p being their total number).
For the computation of and xis in the present case no use will be made
of perturbation calculation and the result ^g = vjS is valid for all values
of H.
One can write (2) and (3) in terms of Z,a(8#J8H)*, T2 = 2«
= Tr J f 2
and the derivatives of the latter with respect to H] so one has:
Xis =

p kT L— 2a
1 1
*~~p~kT

sm

T

( 4)

rv ( 8 * A * A (W H )T a)*-J
_ \ 8H ) * r2 J ■

The most important part of the sections 4 and 5 will be formed by the com
putation of 2 a {ë#JëH)*.
4. Explicit expression for 2 a {8&J8H)2 in terms of the energy eigenvalues.
In this section a system of linear equations is given for the quantities
{ëé’JëH )2 in terms of the energy eigenvalues S’p.
First definitions of the quantities T n and A n, which play an important
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role in the following derivation, are given:
Tn =
An =

1
n,

= Tr JT*.
<92!
9'
-2- r w+2.

'

(6)
(7)

(« + 1)(« + 2) cur2

The unknown quantities {StfJdH)2 and 82S’J8H 2*(a = 1,
linear equations:

p) obey the

£« <^l+1
If all energy levels are non-degenerate, Cramer’s rule leads to the following
expressions for (8&J8H)2*(a = 1, ..., p):
{8*J8H)2 = DJD,
D = /S' d x i .. ./ o ' ” dxp n ?_ 1 *y I K - 1 xs £>2p(<?i - *

■«»
v
* Aic
2j/2*
c=1
k\

r*»

p. * 1 ••• *p)-

(9)

r / 0 \*

n ? -i £ y ik l i xsDtp( # i ... *p,xi ...x p) ê„ = 0.
In this formula D2p is a Vandermonde determinant of degree 2p, also
called an alternant, see e.g. A itk e n 2). In his notation our determinant
Dzp(#i ... S v, xi ... Xp) takes the form:
IA

0 & 2 1 ^ 3 2 •••

X lP —

One can prove now, in an easy way, that:
(dtfJdH)2 = X a DJD,

1-

(10)

is a symmetric expression in the eigenvalues $’a ; this form can be reduced
to an expression in terms of the TVs and these quantities T n can be found
by a straightforward calculation. For a system with a discrete non-degenerate
energy spectrum (9) and (10) give a general way for computing %is- In the
present case, however, (N very large) this method has no practical usefulness,
the computations being too complicated, and in section 5 another method
for the determination of the value of £ a (d£JdH )2 is given.
5. Explicit expressions for
(8*JdH)2 and £ a S 2n for large N. Proof
of the equality of Xis and Xs- In this section only large systems are considered,
the dimensions of these systems all being of the order V* (e.g. a cube with
an edge of length aN*, a being the interionic distance).
In section 1 we gave a definition of large systems in general. Two hypo
theses are made about the nature of the energy spectrum of such systems:
H y p o th e sis I: The level density can be approximated by a continuous
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function of the energy, with an arbitrary accuracy, taking N sufficiently large.
H y p o th e sis II: The derivative with respect to H of every energy
eigenvalue can be approximated by one continuous function of the energy,
also with an arbitrary accuracy, N being sufficiently large.
Both hypotheses are supposed to be valid for arbitrary direction and
length of the vector H.
In 5.1 it is explained why one is induced to expect such properties of
the energy spectrum as formulated in a qualitative way in the hypotheses I
and II. This part of the section has a pure heuristic character.
In 5.2 the hypotheses are given in a pure mathematical form (hypotheses
Ia and IIa) and it is shown that, making use of these hypotheses, the equality
of xis and %s can be derived.
5.1 The hypotheses I and II are based on the special character of the
hamiltonian which gives a mutual coupling of all the ions. This hamiltonian
cannot be separated in parts which contain different groups of degrees of
freedom which do not interfere. If one has a small number of ions it is a
well known fact that the total number of crossings of energy levels is very
small for such values of H for which we can look at the dipole-dipole
interaction as a perturbation. In this case one can divide the perturbation
into two parts: a secular one and a non-secular one. The zero order hamilto
nian (Zeeman energy) and the secular part can be diagonalized simultane
ously and the corresponding eigenvalues are all linear functions of H, for
all directions of H.There are many points of intersection and in the neighbour
hood of such a point the non-secular part of the perturbation gives a modifi
cation of the two corresponding levels, which can be described to a good
approximation in terms of the matrix element of the interaction between
those two states only. In the case that this matrix element is zero the point
of intersection is not taken away, in all other cases the levels “repel” each
other. We suppose that this repulsion also works in the case of small H and
large N and that this is the cause of the particular properties of the energy
spectrum formulated in the hypotheses (for large N the number of pairs of
neighbouring levels for certain value of H is very large; these pairs, being
made up of levels with much differing slope in many cases, would lead to
a great number of intersection points. In the case that the slopes of the two
levels in one pair are approximately equal, the number of intersection points
is small).
The two hypotheses are given quantitative contents in 5.2.
For systems of ions without interaction the given argument does not hold.
All energy eigenvalues of the system are the result of an addition of the
eigenvalues of the individual ions. There is in general no relation between
the value of the derivative of such an energy eigenvalue, being a compo
sition of innumerable parts, and the eigenvalue itself and one expects that
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one cannot approxim ate this derivative by a continuous function of
the energy. In this connection we refer to I, in which we derived *i3 = 4/5*s
and where we excluded an interaction in the case of large N .
The first step in the proof of the equality of jfi3 and *s will be the compu
tation of asym ptotic values of T 2n ( « = 1 , 2 , . . . ) and of the level density
as a function of the energy.
From (6) it follows th a t:
(2S + 1)^ N

T

e2 = i S

2 =

{s

(2S + 1)^ N
+ i)(gj80)2 \ m

+

Tr
m

2 = €2,

(11)

i

In section 2 we have restricted ourselves to systems which contain only one
sort of ion, the spin of all the ions thus being the same; the corresponding
eigenvalue is denoted by the letter S. e2 is the m ean square of the energy per
ion, which is a simple function of H and the internal field H {, defined in the
following way:
( 12)
Hi 2 = 2S(S + W o ) 2 S* W The sum E m **) rM~6 is independent of the index k, as assumed in section 2.
We now define (2S + \)-N N~i n T n as the moments of the energy
distribution function.
_
For large IV the higher m om ents can all be expressed in term s of e ,
ap art from term s of the order 1j N :

(2 S+\)N N m

(2S+l)NNm

T r 3#’*™=

(2m) !
(i2)m-f-0
2m m \
1

Only the even m om ents are of interest, the odd being of vanishing order for
large N.
From (13) it follows th a t for N ^ - o o the m om ents are those of a Gaussian
distribution function and the continuous density function (hypothesis I)
will have the following form:
p {W

*)

(14)

V2

ji

(* 2) 4

5.2 Restricting oneself to one special kind of systems, as defined in the
first lines of this section (e.g.: in the case of a lattice structure which is
simple cubic one only considers cubes or only rectangular parallelepipeds
w ith a fixed ratio of the lengths of the edges), it is supposed th a t one can
give an exact m athem atical form ulation of hypothesis I :
H y p o t h e s i s I a : For an arb itrary energy e and an arbitrary positive
energy Ae, one can find a natural num ber No, so th a t for every num ber of
ions N, w ith N > N 0, one can find an energy e', in the interval |e' — e| < \Ae,
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giving the total num ber of energy levels in the interval |<sfa — N*s| < IN^Ae
by the form ula: (2S + 1)-^ As p(e'). p(e) is defined by:
_ J ___p - 4 « •/?
(

(14a)

3 )*

Similar lim iting procedures can be given for one- or two-dimensional lattices.
Also in those cases we expect th a t an asym ptotic expression (14a) for the
level density can be given; the param eter Hi figuring in (14a) has different
values for the different cases.
Differentiating both members of (13) with respect to H, one sees th a t the
derivatives 8 S J 8 H obey the equations:

_!__ JM1

5 + l)N N m

1

“

8H

(2m)!

,

-2®
——
f-R
ml v ’

(2m)!

8e2

/ 1

è—
+ 0(\—
8H
N

H

/

1

\

In hypothesis II it was supposed th a t for large N 8 S J 8 H as a function of
S a can be well approxim ated by a continuous function. Form ula (15) gives
the values of the odd m om ents of the product of this function and p, the
even ones all being zero.
Hypothesis II can now be given in an exact form ulation too:
H y p o t h e s is I I a : A continuous function 8E/8H(e) can be defined with the
following properties: For an arb itrary s and <5> 0 one can find a As > 0 and
a natural num ber M 0 so th a t for every «?a in an interval \N*e — £ a\ < I A eN*
with N > M 0 (N is the num ber of ions) the following inequality is obeyed:

N*

<

8H

d.

Making use of the two hypotheses I a and I I a one can derive:
l i m -------------------N-*oo (2S + 1)* Nm

“

8H

1 (2m) !
------ — —

2m

—

m\

( 7 i) m

' ’

H
----- —--------

H 2 + i Hiz

(e) e2”*-1 p(s).

(16)

For w = 1, 2, ... (16) gives the values of the odd m om ents of the function
SE/SH (s) P(s). If we w ant to find the form of the function 8E/8H (s) we have
to solve the moment problem given by (16). One sees im m ediately th a t our
problem has the simple solution:
8EI8H (s) = s(H/(H2 + \ H t2)).

(17)
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It follows from (17) and hypothesis IIa that the energy eigenvalues obey
the following asymptotic differential equation:
8SJ8H ~ <oa(HI(H2 + if f I*)).

(18)

The equation 8SJ8H = <ra(tf/(tf2 + iff*2)) has the general solution:
s a = caV m + iff ,2.

(19)

Our hypothesis IIa has now the following meaning: for large N all the energy
eigenvalues as a function of H can be written in the form (19) apart from
a difference which is negligibly small.
For the whole energy spectrum the numbers ca are distributed in a Gaus
sian way; this follows from the Gaussian distribution of the energy eigen
values.
One now has an energy spectrum for which the condition, formulated by
K lein 3), for the equivalence of %is and x&> is fulfilled. This condition l.c.
formula (13), has the form:
JdWjdH - 8EldH)l(Ê - E) = y,

(2°)

y being independent of E. One sees that in our case dEjëH and E, denoting
mean values for the whole spectrum, are zero and that y has the value
ff/(ff2 + iff ,2).
One now can evaluate the value of £* {8SJ8H)2 for large N making use
of hypotheses Ia and IIa and formula (17):
e2
dE
m . (2i)
(e)
lim —
ƒ > * [ ■ s h ' 'J
(ff2 + W ) *
N-yco P

r

So one can derive from (4), (11) and (21):
82I8H2 T2

lim — = lim
iV-s-oo

-tV

1

N -* o o

e2

W m + \ h i2

ff2
H2 +

W
kT 3 S(5+1)(g^o)2^ 2 + ^ 2

..
Xo
*s
w
hm —r — hm — ,
N-*oo M
H* + \H i2 JV-*oo N
lim (*s — Zis)/N = 0.

(22)

N~>qo

This is in contradiction with the result given by B ro er 5). One can say that
the difference of xia and %s is zero for infinitely large systems.
The derivation of the equivalence of %ia and %s for large systems can
readily be generalized to more complicated cases in which the ions have
a Stark splitting and when there is an exchange interaction. In all cases we
take it for granted that there is a dipole-dipole interaction.
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6. The susceptibility for large values of H, as a function of the frequency. In
I we called special attention to the fact that there is some discussion as to
which of the two quantities and ;qssm is to be identified with an experimen
tal high-frequency susceptibility / ( co) measured in the frequency interval
(l/rr < (o < 1/t*); in this expression r r is the spin-lattice relaxation time
and Tg the so-called spin-spin relaxation time. There are many definitions
of the quantity r8. We introduce a more suitable parameter coo, being the
lower boundary of the frequency region in which there is a measurable spin
absorption. In the following lines it is made plausible that for the frequencies
in the region (l/rr < co < coo), in the case that l/rr < co0, the high-frequency
susceptibility /(to) has the value %s = Xts and that there will be an interval
(coi < co < coz) in which /(co) for a powder has the value XiaBm °>o< &>i and
C02 obey the inequality coo < <01 < <02 < coh, cojj being the Larmor frequency
gPoHfh.
In the argument use will be made of the two quantities /(co), the shape
function, and /(co), the imaginary part of the complex susceptibility. In our
definition /(co) will be normalized in such a way th a t:

ƒ. /("> d" =

4" W + 7 p

I5*#-

(23)

We suppose that this limit exists if we restrict ourselves to those systems
as defined in the first lines of section 5. The moments of the function /(co)
are given by the formulae:
J 0 /(co) c»2» dco = l i n w , —

lS**l2

(24)

In (23) and (24) a and /? label the different energy eigenstates Qf the spin
system, Sz is the operator of the ^-component of the total spin moment, i.e.
the component in the direction of H. SZap is the matrix element of this
operator corresponding to the eigenstates a and /?; coap = (<?a — Sp)/h, S a
and S’p being respectively the energy eigenvalues for the eigenstates a and fi.
One can write /(co) in terms of /(co) by means of the asymptotic expression :
x"{oi)fN ~ (nco/2kT) f(co).

(25)

In the following lines our system has to be considered as an essentially
isolated system so that for all finite values of N /(co) and /(c o ) are continu
ous functions of co*). We take N so large that the asymptotic equality of
(25) can be replaced by the formula:
/ M / N = (ncof2kT) /(co),

(26)

*) The surroundings of our system proper consist of the lattice, the bath in which the crystal or
crystal powder is placed, etc. The energy spectrum of these surroundings is supposed to be continuous
(see e.g. T o lm a n 4)).
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the difference between the two members of (25) being negligibly small.
x'(co) and %"{m) obey the well-known Kram ers-K ronig relations:

From (26) and (27) it follows t h a t :
N

x 'H

kT

>'2

(28)

■/(co') do

_

For the integrals in (27) and (28) one should take the principal value. In the
following lines an analysis of the form of the function /(co) is given. I t was
not possible to give this analysis w ith a great m athem atical rigour.
In the most general case our spin ham iltonian has the form:
jT

=

o+

M ” dd +

M ” ex +

J P 's t

=

^ o

(29)

+

In (29) 3#”dd contains the dipole-dipole interaction, 3^'ex the exchange
term s and J T st the Stark splitting term s.
represents the Zeeman
energy: —g PoHSz .3tf”dd,
ex and
st can be expressed in term s of
tensor operators:

= Sft

Si-2,4.6... S £ - - i

{ - ) M UrLM («ft, P h , 7ft) P 'W f (*») =
=

S

Jf'dci = i S 1*lc S i - - 2 (—)M Tr2M{r]k[ajk, P)k))Ts2-M (Sj , Si) =
=

= i S,Vfe A1* T800(Sj,

sk)

i Sj#/c ^

ddi3< f y ’

(*^)

= i S ^ fc 3Tex(j, k).

For the definitions of the tensor operators Utlm, U*l- m , Tr2M, T s2- m
and r*oo we refer to I. These operators are defined to within an arbitrary
constant which is taken the same for all the components of one tensor. I t
is needless to say th a t in the inner products of two tensors Utl and Usl ,
respectively Tr2 and Ts2, figuring in (30) the two corresponding constants
are not independent.
As already presum ed in (23) and (24) all ions have the same S and g-value.
In fact we m ake the same restrictions as given in section 2: only those
lattices are considered which contain one sort of magnetic ions and for
which 2*<**,> r}i~« is independent of j.
_ . _
F u rth er restrictions are m ade regarding the quantities e2(j), e2z(/),

72si{j), 72dd{j) and 72ex(j) defined in the following way:
e2(/) = e2z(j) + e2gt(j) + e2dd(j) + e2ex{j),
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_*V0 = (gpo)2 H 2 Tr Sz2/(25 + 1) = *S(S + l)(g po)2 H 2,
e\t{j) = Tr{JT'si(/)}2/(2S + 1),

2*Tr
k)}2/(2S + 1 )2 ,
<**ƒ)
^ex(j) = £ 2 * Tr {•#”«*(ƒ, &)}2/ (25 + 1 )2 .
(*#ƒ)
«*«(ƒ) = i

(32)

We restrict ourselves to lattices for which the quantities ë2~
st(j), ë^ddij) and
e2ex(j) are independent of j.
Finally we introduce the operators J T m and the q u a n t iti e s ^ , bM and b:
M = 2ft 2i=2,4,6... ( ~ ) M Url-M{«h, Ph, Vh) UsLAl{Sh)

+

+ 2 2/#*{—)M Tr2-M{rjk(<Xjk, P]1c))Ts2m {S], S k) +
+ boM 2
^

=

~ N

Ajk T8oo(Sj, S k),

( 2 s i i p Tr * ' - * * ' M = i j - ( 2 S ^ i p Tr
bM = {e2M ^ 2z) CH2,

(33)
* '* •

b = 2 m bM.

(34)
(35)

C is the Curie constant which is equal to |S (S + l)(g Po)2/k, k being the
Boltzmann constant.
The mean square energy per ion can be expressed in terms of H, b and C:
72 = *S(S + 1) (g fa)2 (H2 + b/C).

(36)

Following the same lines of argument as given in section 5 the level density
can be approximated by a continuous function of the energy of the form :
P( E / N i ) = - — V271 (e2)i

a - t E ‘/ N P

(37)

It is possible now to evaluate the right member of equation (23):
f 00/(a>)deo = lim —------2 #i8 \SZ B\2 =
Jo
„o N (2S + l)Jf
1
lim 1
(g/?o)2 ry
19 I
iv™ N (2S + 1)^ L2fl"0 'SzaP
= lim
N-+oo N
=lim
N —> o o

(2S + 1)*

~

2a

kT xis
kT Xs
= lim
N
N-+oo
N

dH

2 a 5 2aa2]

+ i

8H 2

2 ^

k T xo
b
= hm
jv_*oo N
b + CH2

(38)

For the details of the derivation we refer to sections 3 and 5 in which an
entirely similar computation was carried out.
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The m om ents of the function /(©) can be expressed in term s of the
com m utators [3^, [«^, [«^,

[* ^ >•$*] ••'•]» n =

•

In these expressions w indicates the to ta l num ber of operators
From (24) it follows:
(*O Q

Jo

f(co) co2w dco

_

1
N

(g /go)2 J _
(2S + 1)*

\SzafS\*

_ lim
1=1*. Tr [J f, [J f, [J f, ...
zEU W (2S + 1)* &2»

.

- ^ ) 2” =

Sz] ... ]2-

(39)

For large values of H the m om ents corresponding to small values of n can
be approxim ated in the following way, if one restricts oneself to such large
values of N th a t term s of the order 1jN can be neglected:
r

i

(g /So)2

(g / W " - 1'

0 /(w)w2” d w = l y 72 S T T ) ^

M 2” T r

Use was m ade of the com m utator rules [S*, Z ' m] = M
fact th a t T r

m

V ^M -

(40)

w*

f 3%”a t = 0 f°r M

and of the

M.

From (40), (34) and (35) it follows:

/ “ /(a,) ©2» do, = (g poHI%)*n S m M 2» (6m /C ^ 2)

(%o/fV).

(41)

I t is easy to verify th a t for large H the function /(©) can be approxim ated
in a fairly good way by a function of the form:

fi{w) + 2kT (xoIN) S m >o N C H 2) «(« -

(42)

in which <5(© — cohM ) is the well known Dirac delta function and
coH = g p0HI%. /i(cu) obeys the normalization condition:

/ 0°°/i(ft,) dw = kT (xolN)(bolCH2).

(43)

In (42) we made use of the sym m etry relation bM = b -u , whereas (43) was
found by m eans of the norm alization condition for ƒ(©) given in (38). We
suppose th a t the function /i(a>) is only appreciably different from zero m a
bounded region of the ©-axis. Or, form ulating the properties of /(©) m a
more quantitative m anner, we make the following hypothesis:
F or every a w ith 0 < a < 1 and an arbitrary small positive e we can
always find a field H and two frequencies ©i and ©2 , obeying the inequalities
0 <

©1

< \ ol(oh and 0 < ©h — © 2 <

in such a WÏW th a t:

/"* /(©) dw < kT (xs e/N ).

(44)

Thus in a good approxim ation one has /(©) = 0 in an interval (© 1 < © < " 2 )
of finite length, taking H sufficiently large. One has, in the same approxi
m ation /i(©) = 0 for w > ©i30

It is possible now to evaluate %'(co) for frequencies co in the interval
(coi < co < C02), making use of (28):
x'[(o') = 2%o S m>o b iu /C H 2 (coj < co' < C02).

(45)

This quantity is equal to *Issm, which follows from formula (5) of I.
We already introduced the frequency co0, being the lower boundary of
the frequency region, in which there is a measurable spin absorption. The
frequency region in which cofi(co) is appreciably different from zero is thus
the interval coo < <0 ^ coi and, in accordance with the experiment, our
theory gives:
= Xo b\CH2 = xs

(l/rr + ö < co' < co0).

(46)

In (46) d is a small frequency.
In general one has, in the case of a powder:
x 'K ) = 2 X m>0 bM _ Tr
X'(o>')
Z*bM

- Tr J T 2sec _ XiaBm
Tr J f '2

co' and co" denote frequencies in the intervals (coi < co' < co2) and
(l/rr + <5 < co" < coo) respectively.
In (47) the bar denotes averaging over all directions of H (see, for the
details of the computation, chapter I). We cannot make any theoretical
predictions about the form of /i(co) in the framework of this chapter.
If we restrict ourselves to the case that S ^ 3/2 and to systems in which
there is no exchange interaction, 3fé” has the form:
=

+ 2

2ft,ilf(—)M Ur 2-Ar(«A, /3ft, 7ft) Us2Al[Sh)

+

(—)M Tr2-M (rjki'Xjk, P]k)) T°2M(Sj, Sk).

(48)

In that case it can be proven that the average value of bM for all directions
of the external field H is independent of A7. For the details of the necessary
computations we refer to I.
Thus for a powder one has:
X 'H — ixo b\CH2 = xisam

(coi < cd < tu2),

(49)

Z 'H = Xo b/CH2 = xu = *s

(l/rr + ö s^co <co0).

(50)

For frequencies in the interval (coH < co < 2coH) one has:
X 'W = ix o b lC H * = txu*m,
whereas:
x'(co) = 0,
for co > 2com in this approximation.
B ro er 5) starts with the definitions of xis and xs as given in formulae (2)
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and (3) of this chapter. He computes the values of these quantities in the case
of large H by means of a perturbation calculation which does not converge
in any practical case. His result / is = f%s is in contradiction with our
result given in (50), but a quantity ^issm can be defined for which Broer’s
relation holds. However, Broer does not give any specification as to the
frequency of the high frequency field, whereas our result (49) is only given
in a specified interval. One can say that in the interval a>i < w < w2 only
the interaction of an ion with its nearby surroundings has practical im
portance. One is allowed to divide all single crystals in the powder in a large
number of submicroscopic parts containing only a very small number of ions,
j q the region coi ^ w ^ ct>2 the interaction between these submicroscopic
parts can be neglected for the computation of %'(«) and for these parts
Broer’s computations and ours given in I are correct.
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Ch a pter III

ON THE THEORY OF SPIN-SPIN RELAXATION I
Synopsis

A method is developed that enables us to determine the asymptotic form for large
times of the so-called relaxation function of spin systems, in the case of a large ex
ternal magnetic field H. The spin-spin relaxation phenomena are described within
the framework of the spin hamiltonian; we restrict ourselves to those systems for
which all g-tensors appearing in the spin hamiltonian are isotropic.
Most attention will be paid to those systems in which all ions are identical and occupy
equivalent lattice sites. For these systems the asymptotic form of the relaxation
function is given by a function of the type:
A exp (— t/r) + B,
in which expression r is the spin-spin relaxation time. For the quantity 1/rwe find a
series expansion:
1/t

= S~=1 \lm .

in which the different terms l/rn correspond to different relaxation processes.
For more complicated systems the ions are divided into groups, according to the kind
of ion and the occupied lattice site. When all ions have the same g-value and the
interaction between the different groups is strong enough, the asymptotic form of the
relaxation function will be, in a good approximation, of the type indicated above,
that means that there is only one relaxation time. If this coupling is small there will
be in general a number of different relaxation times, this number being equal to the
number of groups. The same will be true for systems, containing different groups,
corresponding with different g-values.

1. Introduction. The purpose of this chapter is to compute spin-spin
relaxation times of idealized paramagnetic crystals, the magnetic properties
of which can be described partly in terms of a spin hamiltonian 1)2), in a
certain temperature range. The dynamical system corresponding with the
spin hamiltonian is called the spin system.
In the sections 2-6 our method for computing spin-spin relaxation times
is developed for systems in which all magnetic ions are identical and occupy
equivalent lattice sites. In section 7 a generalization of this method is
indicated for more complicated systems, containing different groups of
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ions. Groups of ions are composed in such a way that the translation that
carries one ion of a certain group into an arbitrary one of the same group,
is a symmetry operation of the lattice as a whole.
For the simple systems with only one group of ions, the asymptotic
form of the relaxation function, that will be defined in this introduction,
is given by a function of the type:
A exp(— tjr) + B,
that contains only one relaxation time r.
More complicated systems, containing different groups, corresponding
with different g-values, or being very weakly coupled, have a relaxation
function that is asymptotically given by:
A s exp(— */t<0>) + B,
in which the number of relaxation times is equal to the number of groups.
In all cases we restrict ourselves to systems of which all ions have isotropic
g-tensors.
In section 2 the spin hamiltonian for the simple systems is given in a
general form. It can be divided into two parts: ^ fi, containing the Zeeman
energy and all terms commuting with this Zeeman term, the so-called
secular terms, and a part ^ fn , containing the non-commuting or non
secular terms.
The determination of the relaxation time r for these systems results in
the determination of the asymptotic form of the diagonal term <pzz(t) of the
relaxation tensor <p(t), following the method as given in the sections 2—6.
The tensor <p(t) describes the magnetic response of a system, after an
external field h, of vanishing modulus h, being cut down to zero at t = 0.
We shall call <pzz{t) the relaxation function, the 2-axis corresponding to
the direction of h. Besides the field h there will be a constant field H,
parallel to h. We restrict ourselves to the case H^> Hi , Hi is the so-called
internal field, defined by Hi = a/2 b/C. In this formula C is Curie s constant.
c = £S(S + l)(g/3o)2/*; for the definition of the quantity b we refer to
chapter I I 3) (see e.g. formula (36) l.c.). For the case for which H and Hi are
of the same order of magnitude our method will not be correct in general,
as indicated in section 6. The same applies for the more complicated systems.
From t = — oo to £ = 0 the total external field is equal to H + h; and
for t > 0 it is equal to H. The field h gives an extra contribution to the
magnetic moment, which is given by:
M(t) - M0 = <p(t) h,
Mo = XoH,

<p(t) = xo, for t < 0.
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0 ),

Xo is the static susceptibility and M(f) the total magnetic moment, being
a function of the time. M0 were the value of the moment if the field h would
not have been applied. K ubo and T o m ita 2*4) have given a general expression
for the relaxation tensor <p(t). In their formalism M{t) and M q are ensemble
averages, corresponding to a canonical distribution:
po = exp(—/9^f)/Tr exp(—

describes the unperturbed motion of the system, i.e. the motion in the
absence of the disturbing field h. p = \jkT, T being the absolute tempera
ture and k Boltzmann’s constant.
The asymptotic form of <pzz(t) will be discussed in the case of large T
and N, the latter being the total number of spins. In section 3 general
expressions for <pzz[t) and:
r(t) =

lim ^ o

JV—►
oo

<Pzz{t)

PN ’

are given for simple spin systems, these expressions being the starting point
of the determination of the asymptotic form of <pzz(t).
Section 4 gives developments of T(t) and the related function Q(t) in a
series of powers of n. A systematic reduction of the terms of the series for
Q(t) is given in section 5. The section 6 will be devoted to the asymptotic
form of r(t) and <pzz(t), derived on the base of this reduction. So we find
<Pzz(t) ~ A exp (—t/r) + B ; the value of 1/r, being the sum of an infinite
number of terms: 1/r = £ “=i l/r„, is also given in section 6.
A generalization for the systems containing different groups of ions is
outlined in section 7. In this case the relaxation function will have the
asymptotic form:
<Pzz{t) ~

A € exp(— t/ t W) + B, l/r(v) =

\jTn(v).

In chapter IV the results of our theory will be worked out in detail for the
ammonium cupric Tutton salt and compared with the experimental data.
Besides a comparison with other theories on spin-spin relaxation will be
given.
2. The spin hamiltonian. The spin hamiltonian contains different terms,
corresponding to the Zeeman energy, the Stark splitting and the two spin
interactions (dipole-dipole interaction and exchange; more complicated
forms of interaction are neglected). The Stark splitting terms and the
interaction terms together are denoted by 3fé”, whereas the Zeeman energy
is represented by J f ’o.
For the simple systems we have:
•*o = - gpoH 2 ; Sjz = — H 2 , MJz = - HMZ.

(2)
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In (2) the index j numbers the magnetic ions; /So is the Bohr magneton.
W can be split up into different terms:
X ' = 2 m (M),
corresponding to the commutation rules:
[S*. (M)] = M{M),

M = 0, ± 1, ± 2, ... .

(3)

The total spin hamiltonian can be written now in the form:
X = X o+ X ' = X i + Xu,
X i = X 0 + (0),
X u = 2

m

(4)

# oW -

In formulae (4)
i contains the secular terms and ^ n the non-secular
terms of the hamiltonian. (M ) corresponds to the operator X ' m , defined
in the previous chapter 3).
In general the spin hamiltonian gives a good description of a part of the
magnetic properties of a group of paramagnetic crystals in a certain temper
ature range (cf. our references 1)2)). It is supposed that in this range a
series expansion, in terms of powers of 1/T, of the measurable quantities,
pertaining to the spin system, is possible and that the first term gives a good
approximation. Our calculations correspond with the experimental situation
in which the spin-lattice and spin-spin relaxation (or absorption) can be
observed seperately.
From an experimental point of view, the best way to study spin-spin
relaxation phenomena is by investigating the low frequency absorption.
In general this low frequency absorption has not a pure relaxation character,
part of it being resonance absorption. By means of perturbation calculation
it can be derived that the total contribution of the low frequency resonance
absorption to the integral: / 0°° fi{to) dco is of the order of kT(xolN)(HijH)4
in the case of H ^>Hi, (seeforthe definition of the function ƒi(co) chapterll )),
whereas the contribution of the relaxation absorption is equal to
kT(xolN) {bo/CH2), in which form b0 is a quantity of the order of CHt2.
Therefore in the case of H > Ht the low frequency resonance absorption
may be neglected in the region where the relaxation absorption is appreciably
different from zero, so a detailed study of relaxation phenomena is possible.
This agrees with the theoretical situation: As indicated in section 6, our
formalism can only be applied in the case of H > Ht.
In all cases one may expect that spin-spin relaxation phenomena cannot
be described well within the framework of standard perturbation methods.
Our method, developed in the subsequent sections shows considerable
differences with the standard perturbation methods, especially on the point
of the long-time behaviour of the systems.
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3. The relaxation function. In the linear theory, developed by K ubo and
T o m ita 4), the relaxation function <pzz(t) is given by the formula:
<Pzz{t) =

JS dA <MzM z{t +

ihk)y - P(M0z)2,

(5)

in which formula (I = 1/kT. M z[t -f- ihX) is the Heisenberg representation
of the magnetic moment operator, for the complex time t + iM:
M z(t + iM) = exp(— AJT) exp(itJfT/h) M z exp (-itJ^fh ) exp(AjT).
Thé brackets <, > denote the average value for the canonical distribution:
po = exp(—/taf)/Tr exp(— pj^). For an arbitrary operator A we have:
<A> = Tr p0A.
For simple spin systems, we have in the high temperature lim it:
M 0 = <M> = Tr p0M = XoH,
C

Xo = - j t N

6

,

( )

C = }S(S + l)(g/3o)2/k.

In (6) C is Curie’s constant and N the number of spins.
The function <pzz(t)/pN will be studied in the limit of p
From (5) and (6) it follows th a t:
lim <pzz(t)lpN = <<MzM z(t) »/IV,

0 and N -> oo.

P->0

for all finite values of N . « ^4 » denotes the normalized trace of an operator:
<04» = T rA /T r 1.
For a definite limiting procedure (cf. ch. II), we suppose that the following
limit exists:
lim <pzz(t)/N = 0{t, p),
for all values of /? in an interval, containing the point ft = 0. Finally it is
supposed that the repeated and the double limit exist; so we can write:
lim Vtsif)
PN
£-<■0
N

—>oo

lim lim
fi->o jv-

— ijm üm
pN

JV—oo

ft-*0

pN
(

7)

<<MzM z{t)yy
lim n , p)
lim
m 0-0
P
N —*oo
N
For a large essentially isolated spin system one has:
<Pzz(t)

PN
in the high temperature limit *).
*) See th e fo o tn o te on p age 27 of c h a p te r I I 3).
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There exist simple relations between the function r(t) and the suscepti
bilities xo and **(«), xo being the static susceptibility and %*(«) the complex
high-frequency susceptibility:

ƒ

x*H - lim
dr/dt (t) exp(— i(ot) dtf = lim
-0
p-*o pN~ N/M
-+ 00
m

- lim

« M z2»

X '{a> )

—

ix" H

pN

=lim
0-0 PN
N -+ oo

From (8) it can be seen that in the limit of p -*■ 0 and N -*■ oo, all magnetic
properties in the linear region, are given by the function r(t).
For a finite spin system, containing only one magnetic specimen, the
correlation function: <<MZMZ(*)» can be written in the form:
« M zM z(t)y> =

[S a (SZcJ 2 +

P

SZaY{SMy*\-

(9)

In (9) a, y denote the different energy eigenstates of the system, SZaa, SZay
and {Sz(t)}ya the corresponding matrix elements and p the total number
of states.
For a simple (infinite) spin system it follows from ch. II 3), formula (21):
lim

(gpo)2 S .( S ZOLOt)

N -* OO

*s(s + Wo

cm

(

10)

In this formula, the quantity b is given by:
b = — [e2st + e2dd + e2ex\-

k

For the definition of the mean square energy values e2st etc. we refer to
formula (32) l.c.
Combining (7), (9) and (10) we find the following expression for r(t):
CH2

m = *s(s + W o)2Y ^ c m + Q{t)’

(11)

in which expression:
Q{t) = lim ^ ° - — —
N -> oo
p
U

SZocy {Sz(()}y:c.

(12)

The following section will be devoted to the evaluation of an expansion of
T(t) and Q(t) in a series of powers of J f n .
The concluding part of this section will be devoted to the discussion of
one aspect of formula (11), well in accordance with thermodynamical
considerations concerning isolated spin systems (rr = oo, r r is the spinlattice relaxation time), for which we refer to C asim ir and Du P ré 5).
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In section 5 it will be shown that lim Q(t) = 0, so th a t:
t—*oo

lim m
t-+oo

= 1S(S + 1)(^0)2 — — = Hm
o ~f" CH2

/SAT

.

N -* o o

is the adiabatic susceptibility.
For a large essentially isolated spin system one has in the high temperature
approximation:
lim (p„{t) ' %o Xat-*-oo

This result has a simple thermodynamical meaning:
At the time t = 0 the ensemble average for the magnetic moment has the
value:
Mz(0) = M 0z + <pzz(0) h = (H + h) Xo =

+ k) N,

and the average value of the energy, before demagnetizing, is given b y :
Ë (0) = - B H + h)2 + b N k f _ CH(H + 2h) + b
T
T
After demagnetizing this average value is equal to :
F(0) = E(0) + hMz{0) w -

CH(H +

'

± - N.

For t — oo there is again an equilibrium distribution; the corresponding
temperature is given b y :
n
=
c m + b AT
CH(H + h) + b
E (oo) = E (0) = -------- - ----- N « -------- i— - - 7 ^ N,
from which formula it follows that:
1
T'

C H (H + h) + b 1
cm + b
~ f'

so that:
Mz[oo) as

CH CH(H + h) + b at
~r
cm + b
•

We find in this way:
lim (pzz(t)

M z(oo)

^ CH_ N r CH(H + h) + b
cm + b
c
cm
— N
Xo — Xst
cm + b

So one may say that the well-known thermodynamical properties of spin
systems follow from our formalism in a simple way.
*)

formulae of this section the sign

rs

denotes equality in the lowest order of h.
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A detailed comparison between our hypotheses, made in this chapter anp
in ch. I I 3), and those of statistical therm odynam ics has not yet been
worked out, b u t it is clear th a t there exists an intim ate relation between
hypothesis II of ch. II 3) and the second law.
4. Expansion of r(t) and Q(t) in series of powers of 34?n . Using the methods
of K u b o and T o m it a l.c., the correlation function <<MzM z(i)>> of a finite
system can be expanded in the following way:
1

£*•*?■<*>-

f*

C tl

rtn -2

p f J.H. * - J.

r

in

-1

."H. **•

.« [ M z; 34?n(ti), 34?1 1 (^2 ), •••» 34?n(tf»)] M z>>,

(13)

34?n(t) = exp(it34?ilïï)34?ii exp{—it34?ilE).
In the n-th order term of the series in (13) we have used the abbreviated
n o tatio n :
[Mg) 34?u[h), 34?n{h), .... 34el I {tn)] =
= [...[[Mg, 3t?n(*i)], 34?11[h)], ...], 34?n(<»)].
For the proof of (13) use is made of a series expansion of the operator M z(t)
in term s of 34?h , which is found by solving the equation of motion, obeyed
by M z(t), by means of an iteration method.
The equation of m otion has the form:
i%Mz[t) = [Mz(t), 34?] = [Mz(t), 34? i + 34*u],

(14)

and the iterated solution is given by:
M z(t) = M zV»{t) + M zW{t) + M z(2)(i) + ...,
M z«»(t) = M z,
M zW(t)

(15)

-j— f*d<i p

d<2 ...
[i%)n Jo
Jo
.[Mg \ 34?u [h), 34?u {h ), ..., 34?u{tn)].

For the derivation of (15) use is m ade of the interaction representation:
M z(t) = exp{it34?ij%) M z*(t) exp(-Ü34? 1 f%).

(16)

D ifferentiating (16) with respect to t gives:

inMz{t) = exp{it34?i 1%) {[Mz*[t),34?1] + ihMz*(t)} e x p ( - Ü34?j/h) =
= [Mz{t), 34?1 ] + exp(it34?ilh)i%Mz*(<) exp(—it34?i/ti).

(17)

From (14) and (17) it follows th a t:
[Mz(t), 34*u] = exv[it34?Il%) i%Mz {t) exp(—*7 34?if%),
or:
[Mz*(t), 34?n ( - /5)] =
40

(18)

Integrating (18) with the initial condition: Mz {0) = Mz, one finds:
M z*(t) = M z + - L ƒ [Mz*(t’)t

(19)

The integral equation (19) is solved by means of iteration, giving:
M z*[t) = M Z +

2 “ x—

f

{in)n Jo

\ M Z,

dtn f

* d tn-! ... p d / i .

Jo

n ( — h), J f T u i - h), ....

Jo

u ( - tn)].

(20)

Inserting (20) into (16) one arrives a t:

Mz(t) = Mz +

f dtn f " dtn-! ... [ d h .
(in)n Jo
Jo
Jo
■\Mt ) J*ru (t - h), J f n (t - h), . .. , J T i i (t - tn)],

which solution can be readily transform ed into the series given by (15).
Inserting the series expansion (15) into the correlation function <<MZM Z(<)>>
im m ediately gives the formula (13).
On certain general conditions, th a t will be supposed to be fulfilled, f(f)
can now be expanded in the following way:
m
t

= 2 ” o r n(t),
1

(*tn—1

r n{t) = lim
— f d tA 'd h ... f
(i%Y J0
« u J„
«o
N-+oo(lh)n
Jo
• 2 Mi, M z , Mn#0

(21)

« [ M z; (Mi, h), (M2, f2), ..., (Mn, tn)]Mzy>
AT

in which expressions the tim e-dependent operators (M, t) are defined b y :

(M, t) = exp(itJPi/%) (M ) exp(-itJ^ilJi).
The said conditions being fulfilled (21) im m ediately follows from (4), (7) and
(13). Making use of the identity:
« ex p (a^ fo ) A exp(— oc^f0) » = « 4 » ,
in which A is an arbitrary operator and a an arb itrary complex num ber, and
of the identity:

exp(aJTo) (M, t) exp(—aJf0) = exp(-aM d) (M, t), A = gp0H,
it can be proved th a t only term s w ith 2-^fc = 0 contribute to (21), so th a t
r n(t) can also be w ritten in the form :
rt
rh
/•«„-!
r n(t) = lim ——
dt\
dt2 ...
dtn.
N-foo [ifoy J o Jo
Jo
•2

, <<[MZ; (Mi.fx), (M2, h), .... {Mn, tn)] Mz>>
N

(22)
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in which formula S ' stands for the summation Sj£«i_1if*=.o..ar**o*
In the same way a similar expansion for the function Q(t) can be found.
This expansion has the form:

m

= s~=„ m
1 f*
rh
ftn-l
Qn(t) =r 1™ t ï ;— d£i
d^2 •••
&«•
Ar-*oo(^)n Jo
Jo
Jo
S W * ; (M\, ti),(Mi, h), .... (Mn, tn)]ayMZya

,9„.
(23)

Now it is supposed that the second line of (23) can be replaced by:
Q n(t) = fo d # l T o 1 d *2 • • • T o * '1 & n-

m~n

(Ml, ti), (Mi, h), .... (Mn, tn)UMZya

The next section will be devoted to a reduction of every term Qn(t) to a
sum of terms of rather simple form.
5. Reduction of the Qn(t). The reduction of the Qn(t) consists in writing
the commutators:
(*»)-»
(M i.ii), (Mi, t2), .... (Mn, <»)] in terms of components of
irreducible tensors, and we are particularly interested in the part of each
commutator that is of the form: — gnMz, gn being a c-number. This part
will be called the principal diagonal part. For the definition and the general
mathematical properties of tensor operators, we refer to E d m o n d s 6).
For simple spin systems, in the limit of N -> oo, the coefficient —gn is
uniquely defined, being a function of the form:
— g»(*i — h, h — h, .... tn-i — tn), depending only on the differences:
h — h, h — h, .... tn - 1 — tn- This follows from the symmetry of the
commutators, being invariant for translations carrying one ion into other
ones, and from the orthogonality of the different irreducible, symmetric
tensor components that appear in the commutators. For the w-th commu
tator the coefficient of Mz, in the limit of N -> oo is given b y :
— gn(tl — ti, ti — ti, ..., tn- 1 — tn) =
Tr S ' [Mzm
, (Mi, h), (Mi, ti), ..., (Mn, tn)] Mz
=
(**)*TrM,«
= lim Tr S ' [Mz ,‘ (Mi, h — h -\- ti — h + ••• + tn-1 — tn),
N -* oo

(Mi, ti—t i + . . . + t n - 1 - t n ) , —, (Mn-i,tn-i-tn), (Mn)]Mz/(ih)n Tr Mz2. (25)
The operator:
— gn(h — ti, ti — ti, ..., tn- 1 — tn) Mz,
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(26)

is called the principal diagonal part of the commutator:
(th)~n
(M\, *i), .... (Mn, *„)]. In general the gn contain a sum of
products of g/c with k < n, which can be found by means of repeated
reductions of lower order. That part of (26), that cannot be reduced to
products of g/c of lower index, is called the irreducible principal diagonal part
of the w-th commutator and is written as:
hn(ti — t%, t%—

•••> tn—i — tn) M z.

So the functions gn can be brought into the form:
gn(h

t%, •••! tn—1 tn) = hn[t\ ^2» ^2 — ^3» •••, tn—1 — tn) —
2 hp{tl
t%,
tp—x tp) hn—p (tp+1 — tp+2, ..., tn—l — tn) -f~b Sg=2 Sr=2^ tlq(t\
^2> •••, tq—i
tqj hr(tq+i — tq+2 , ..., tq+r—l — tq+r) •
■",n-q-r(tq+r+1 — ^?+r+2> •••, ^n-l —
— •••.
(27)
and the reduced form of the w-th commutator is given by:
(*'*)-" S ' [Mz\ (Mi, h), .... (M „, t n])] =

M z[hn(ti — t2, t%— t$, ..., tn-i — tn) —
S p=2 hp(ti
^2i •••»tp—i
tp) hn—p (tp+i — tp+2, ..., tn—1 — tn) T"b Sg=2 Sr=2' hq( ..)llr(...) hn—q—r( ..) — ...] -)- T n(tl, t%, ..., tn).
(28)
=

In (28) T n(h, t%, ..., tn) stands for the sum of all parts of the commutator
that are not principal diagonal. Now it is supposed that the contribution
of the tensors T n to the relaxation part of Q(t) can be neglected in the case
of large external fields (H Hi). This statement can be formulated in a
more accurate way in terms of the function f(co), defined in section 6 of
ch. II 3). This function is given by the formula:
/( « )

2
nftoL)

x’H
N

for a large essentially isolated spin system. From (23) and (24) l.c. and
formula (12) of this chapter it follows that:
■0(0 = ƒ«- f H cos (cot) dco.

(29)

On general physical grounds we suppose that f(co) is a continuous function
of co. So we have:
lim Q(t) = 0.
£
—
►
00

In the case of a large external field (H > Ht) f(m) is composed of three parts,
as shown in ch. II 3)( except for very special cases (S > 3/2; Stark splitting
terms (M) with M > 2). The first part fi(co) is only different from zero in
the neighbourhood of the point w — 0; the two other ones correspond with
the Larmor peaks, situated at the points co — cou and <u = 2cojj respectively,
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(oh being the Larmor frequency: gfloHj%. The breadth of the two peaks,
being of the order of gPoHi/h, will be independent of the value of H, for
H > Ht.
From (29) it follows that also the function Q(t) is composed of three parts,
two of them corresponding with damped oscillations, with a characteristic
time of the order of fo/g/ioHi, independent of the value of H in our case. We
now suppose that the T n only contribute to the oscillating parts, so the
function fi(co) is only determined by the principal diagonal parts of the
commutators. In section 6 it will be proved that the characteristic time of
the part of Q(t) corresponding with fi(co), the spin-spin relaxation time, is
a rapidly increasing function of H, so that for asymptotic values of H and t
the contribution of T n to Qn{t) can be neglected.
So the functions ü n(t) are asymptotically given by:
Qn(t) = - / ‘ dh fo dt2 .../o"'1dtn.
• [_hn{t1 — t2, •••) tn—1 ' tn)

Sp=2

hn—&{■••)

•••]•

-M zay M zy ct

•lini

pN

JV-*oo

= — To d<l/ o d ^2 ••• /Ó”'1dtn.
.[hn(ti — t2,

i — tn)
+ l)(g/3o)2

Sp=2 hp(...)hn—p(.--)

b + bC H 2 > *

•••]•

= 2,3......

(3°)

which follows from the argument given above and from (24). Also use is
made of formula (38) of ch. II 3).
For the computation of the spin-spin relaxation time it will be convenient
to write the functions hv in the form of a complex Fourier integral:
hp(t\,t2,

1

) = f do>i dw2 ••• drop—i exp i(ü)ih-\-^ïh-\-...-\-(op- i tv-\).
.F<*-«(o)i, ...,(ov-i),

(<yi, a>2, • • •> 0 ) p —l )

=

2

(31)

•••> <Op—l ) .

In (31) the function f%~M,...Mp corresponds with the commutator:

(ih)-p[Mz] ( - Mi, h), ( - Ma, h), .... ( - Mp, tp)].
For all functions
the moments:

,. mvthere is a straightforward method for computing

ƒ da>x da>2 ... dWj,_i(«)i)mi(ö>2)n2

(<Op—i ) n ” 1

■-M r

(^l* <U2> • • • »

( ° p —i)-

All these moments can be expressed in terms of traces of commutators of
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the operators (M) and J f r. For instance the function f % M {(o) is given b y :
lim (ih)~2 Tr \Mz\ (M, h), ( - M, h)] M z
N-+oo
Tr M z2
= —/ d® exp {io>{h - if2)}
which formula can be transformed into:
iv™

M 2 Tr (M, t)(— M)
¥ T r S z2-------- = f d °J exp (***>■? \ . m W •

From (32) it follows that the Aj-th moment of

ƒ

dco CO*

(w )

(32)

is given by:

M 2 T r ^ i , ^ , [... [ j r If (M)] . . . ] ( _ M)
= lim -------- —__________________ _ _ ________
N-+oo

ffi+ k

'J 'j *

in which expression [ j r lt [jT If [... [ j r If (Af)] ... ] denotes the k-th commu
tator of j f ! and (M). For the determination of the moments of the functions
' MiMiMzMf iMiMaManuMs > ••• we have first to substract the reducible parts
of the corresponding commutators:
[M2; ( - Mi, h), (— M it h), (— M3, f3), (— M4, <4)] ... etc.
It should be noted that the second and third order commutators do not
contain reducible parts, whereas there are no first order ones (QUt\ =
= A (0 ^ 0).
v n '
The definition of the functions
^
fa given in such a way that
the absolute values of these functions show maxima in the neighbourhood
of the points:

{coi

M iwh , a>2 — (Mi + M 2) ojh , ..., mv = (Mi + M2 + ... + Mp)coH},

respectively, which follows from the commutation rules (3). The functions:
W2 .

(O p ) —

[ (O l-\-M iC O H ,

ft>2 + (M1 + M2)

(O ff

,...),

a<»>? independent of the value of H, so the shape of the functions:
f
(®i , ( 0 2 , ..., ( O p ) , for all values of H, is entirely determined by
the vaiues of the moments for H = 0. This enables us to give an estimate
ot the field dependence of r, assuming a reasonable form for the functions
~.1,1 an<^ ^
giving the main contribution to 1/r, as shown in the next
ssection. In that section it will be shown that in general the asymptotic form
ot U[t) is given by a function of the type:
@{t) = A exp — t/r,
in which expression r, the spin-spin relaxation time, can be expressed in
terms of the functions f%~X)
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6. Determination of the relaxation time r. From formula (30) it follows
that the functions Qn(t) obey the asymptotic integral equations:
Qn(t) = — [/Ó d<i fff df2*2^1 — fa) Dn-2 {fa) +
+ / q dh J q dfa Jo dt3 ha(h — fa, fa — fa) Qns[fa) + ■••]* n > 2-

(33)

Adding up all equations (33) we arrive at the equation:
Q(t) — Q(0) = — [ / q dfi/o1dfaha{h — £2) £(*2) +
+ T o d i i fff dfa/ q dfahs(ti — f a , f a — f a ) Q{fa) + •••]»

(3 4 )

that can be transformed, after differentiating with respect to t, into the
equation:
— Q{t)+JI dhha{h) Q{t—t 1) + ƒ„*d£i f ^ h dfaha{h, fa) Q(t—h —fa) + ...= 0 . (35)
dt
Now we shall show, without going into all mathematical detail, that (35)
is asymptotically obeyed by:
Q{t) — A exp —£/t, H

Hi, t

hfgfioHi,

(36)

in which expression the relaxation time r is given by:
1/r = S » _ i xh n , l / n = / 0°° dhhz(h), 1/t2 = / o°° d£i/0°° dt?h*(h, fa), •••• (37)

From the properties of the functions Fü>> it follows that 1/n , 11/r2|, 11/r3|, .• •
are rapidly decreasing functions of H and that they obey the inequality.
... [l/r3| < |1/t2| < 1/n, H^> Hi.

(38)

For the proof of (36) we shall study in some detail the properties of the
functions h2(h), h3{h, fa), .... These functions have an oscillating character
and from section 5 it follows that their characteristic frequencies, determined
by the moments of their Fourier transforms Fd), F<2>, ... are multiples of
the Larmor frequency coh■To give a prediction of the long time behaviour
of the functions hv, we have to look at the different components of the
Fourier transforms:
The function
has an extremum in
the neighbourhood of the point:
{a ,! = Miwfl, ft>2 = (Mi + M2) coh, •••. w p - i = (Mi + M 2 + ...+ M v - i )w h ),
and the root mean square deviation of all variables on, o)2, ... will be of the
order of gftoHifh, independent of H, which follows from the computation
of the moments, as indicated in the preceding section. So the regions in
which the functions *2(<i), A3(*i , fa), ••• are considerably different from zero,
are in general given by:
{|*i| < <5i}, {\h\ < Ö2 , \fa\ <
... in which di, 32, ... are times of the order
of h/gfioHi (independent of H).
Now the validity of the solution (36) can be demonstrated by direct
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inserting in equation (35). For
h/g^H , and / / > / / < , the main contri
bution to the integrals in (35) comes from the regions:
{Ki| < <5i}> {|*i| < ^2 , \h\ < d2}, ...
which follows from the fact that the rate of decay of Q ; 1/T is a rapidly
decreasing function of H, whereas those of h2, h3, ... as functions of h, tx and
h, ... are not. 1/r being very small (35) can be replaced by:
d
— 0(f) -F [ / 0‘ dtih2{h) + / 0' ètiJa dt2h3(ti, h) + ...] Ü(t) = 0,
which is in accordance with (36) and (37) for t > h/gp0Hi.
To compute the different terms l / r n in the series for 1/t we make use of
the formula:
oo

dfi I do) exp (icotx) F(ai)

■F(0) + i j d<w F((o)

and of certain symmetry properties of the functions F<i». From formula
(25) it follows that the functions gn(h, h, .... tn- X) show the symmetry:
*•(*1'

•"> *»-l) = (—)” gn[~ tn-x, — tn- 2, ..., — fj).

From (27) it can be proved that the functions hn obey the same equality,
that immediately gives the following symmetry property of the functions
F<P)(a i’ M2’

wp)

= (~ )p+1 F W (-coP, -( o p-i, ..., _ Wl).

(40)

So one finally arrives at the following expressions for the lowest order terms
in the series for 1/ r :
1/ti = 7rF(1)(0),

(41)
Assuming a Gaussian shape for the functions
and /d)_x, x (these
functions obey the relation /<1)1,_1(a,) = /(i)_lfl( - ’«,), that follows from
(34)), and neglecting the contributions of the functions
(\M\ > 1)
to I In , and all l/r„ (n > 2) in the series expansion for 1/r, we find that
asymptotically r shows a field dependence of the form:
t

= t0 exp (cH2),

in which expression c is a quantity of the order of l / Hf . This field dependence
anal°gy with that, predicted by K ron ig and B ouw kam p 7)
A detailed
detailed comparison
™ ™ with those of other
^ ______
/
A
comparison of
of ou
ourr th
theory
authors
will be
given in the following chapter.
The contributions of */<«*._*(0) to the reciprocal relaxation time 1/r
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can be related with "single flips” (M = ± 1, ASZ = 1) and "double flips”
(M = ± 2, ZlS2 = 2) etc. These "single” and "double flips” (of which the
second ones are highly forbidden as compared to the single flips) have an
essentially collective character, this unlike the single spin reversals, in terms
of which the relaxation mechanism is interpreted in the theory of K ronig
and B ouw kam p.
"Triple flips” (|M| > 2) do not occur in first order except for very special
cases (see the remark after (29)).
The higher order terms in the series for 1/r, given in (37), correspond
with contributions of more complicated character, that are highly forbidden
if H ^s> Hi. In general they are related with multiple spin flips and small
corrections to the single and double flips included in 1/n.
For practical computations we always restrict ourselves to the contri
butions to the first order term, corresponding with M = ± 1. In that case
the relaxation time t is given by the formula:
t

= [2rc/a>i,-i(0)]-i.

(42)

From (11) and (36) it follows that r(t) has the asymptotic form:
m

cm
= i S(S + ')(gPo)2-b + c i p - +
+ A exp —t/r, t

folgftoHi, H

Hi.

(43)

Now the quantity A is determined by formula (43) of ch. II 3), if one allows
for the fact that the contribution of the low frequency resonance absorption
to the integral: / 0°° /i(«) dco, being of the order of /sT^o/N)(#«/#)4 can be
neglected if
Ht{ct section 2 of this chapter).
So one finds:
A = i s ( s + i)(gi?o)2&oi c m ,
,
v
1 Tr(0)(0)
b0 = hm —
_ —,
N-+oo k iV 1r 1
and the asymptotic form of the relaxation function <pzz(t) is given by:
<pzz{t) = A exp (—t/r) + B,
a

= xobo/cm,

B = xo c m j[b + c m ) .

As indicated in section 2, the best way to measure spin-spin relaxation times,
will be by investigating the low frequency part of % 'H (one may also
investigate the corresponding part of
giving essentially the same
information). This part of %"M corresponds with the relaxation part of
/i(eo), having the form:
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(44)

in which formula r is given, in our approximation by formula (42). In the
following chapter the experimental value of t, measured in a way as indi
cated above, will be compared with our theoretical value, given by (42),
in the case of the ammonium cupric Tutton salt.
7. Systems containing different groups of ions. For systems containing
different groups of ions, a generalization of the formalism, developed in the
preceding sections can be given; in the following lines a brief outline of this
generalization will be given.
A group consists of ions that are identical and occupy equivalent lattice
sites, so that the translation that carries one ion into any other one of the
same group is a symmetry operation for the lattice as a whole.
The zero-order hamiltonian
is now given by:
•*o = - H £„ Mj> = - p0H £„£<») S**>, v = 1,2, ..., P.

(45)

The index v in formula (45) numbers the different groups, P being the total
number of them. M zv is the 2-component of the total magnetic moment of
the group v and Szv that of the corresponding total spin moment, while gM
stands for the g-value of the same group.
The perturbation hamiltonian 3%“ can be split up as indicated in section 2.
Now a further differentiation of the terms, contributing to (0) will be made.
We do not take into account Stark splitting terms in this section, so all terms
of (0) have a two spin character. Consequently (0) can be divided into the
parts: (0)<*>»'), the indices v and v' indicating that in each term of (0)(».»')
one of the spins belongs to the group v and the other one to group v \ It will
be clear that (Q)<».*') commutes with Sz and Szv + Szv\ That part of
(0) <»•»') that commutes with Szv and Szv' separately will be denoted by
(0)Z2<*’>*'); the other part will be indicated by: (0)±(t’>»'). So we have:
(0)<*-*'> = (0)**<M'> + (0)±<».»'>.
If the g-values of all groups are different the secular and non secular parts
of the total spin-hamiltonian will be given b y :
= «^o + 2 , (0) <»>*’) + 2„<„' (0)«<«.®'>,
= Zv<* (0)±<f.»'> + S at*o (M).

(46)

i obeys the commutation rules:
[3^i, S2®] = 0, v = 1,2, . . P,
thus commuting with the 2-component of the spin and magnetic moment
operator of the individual groups.
The functions 71 and Q can be defined in an analogous way as for the
simple spin systems, and also a series expansion for these functions can be
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given in terms of JfTi. So we have:
Qn{t) =

n(t) = s ^ W . n(v)(t) = s

(47)

“=0

fi* W W = / o « ^ l/ o d *2 •••/Ó ""1 <K«-

..
T.a+ M )-n Y,'[Mzv>
(jM2,h) ... (Mn, tn)]ayMzYa
•hm — —-------------------------- rr;-------------------------------N -+00
PN
In (47) N is the total number of ions and in the summation S' the terms
(0)±<®.®'> should be included. Now we have to find the different principal
diagonal parts of the commutators:
(*»)-» S'[M 2«; (Mi , h) ... (Mn, <»)], that will have the form:
— M zv' .gn(v,v')(h — ^2, fa — fa> •••. tn- 1 — tn).
The functions gn(v’v,) are given by the formulae:
— Sn^v,v'H^l — ^2> ti — H, •••> tn-l
tn) —
Tr S ' [Mzv) (Mi, h), (Mi, h), ..., (Mn, tn)] Mz*'
{i%)*Tr{Mz« Y
and may contain products of
of lower index, in the same way as in
the case of simple spin systems.
So the reduced form of the different parts of the total w-th commutator is
given by:
(»»)-* S' [Mzv] (Ml, h), (Mi, h), .... (Mn, in)] =
= — Se' M tv'[hn(v’v')(h — h, h — h, •••. t„-1 — tn) —
h9l*'*>(h - h, h - h, ..., tp- 1 - tp) .
.A*_P<*’i»®'>(£p+l — tp+i, ..., tn- 1 — tn) + ...] + T nW(ti, h, ..., tn).
(49)
In formula (49) the functions An<®>®'> correspond with the irreducible
principle diagonal parts of the w-th commutator:
(in)-'* S'[Af**; (Ml, h ) ....... (Mn, tn)].
Inserting (49) into (47) we arrive at the following asymptotic formula for
Qn(v)(t) (cf. formula (30)):
- / o ‘ cUl / Ó l d <2
•

-

S e C* » ^ ’®0 (*1
'

—

^

2.^2

—

^

3>

•••>

^

n- 1

2 », S p =2 K - p (v'v1)( - ) h p i w ’)(...)
•Hm
N
-+ 0 0
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...f^ dtn .

{Mzv'}ayM Zya
pN

tn

)

~

+ ...]•

(50)

from which the integral equations:
Q(v){f) _ Q(v)(0) = -

[ ft

fh dh h ^ .« ){h - h) a(*)(t2) +

+ To d h f f dt2/o dtshil*’V')(h - h, h - h) QW){h) + ...],

(51)

follow in a straight forward way.
After differentiating with respect to t the equations (51) go over into:
d
— QM(f) +
[/* dhh2^>t>')(h) Q(v')(t - t{) +
+

P

dt2

t2) Q(*){t - h - t2) + ...] = 0.

(52)

Following an analogous reasoning as given in section 6, we can find the
asymptotic form of (52), given by:
— CW(<) +

- o,

(53)

in which the quantities l/r J W ) are given by:
1

~ 07«) = / “ d /l/o°° dh .../ 0°° dtHhn+1(v,v')[h , t2, .... tn).

(54)

By choosing the right linear combinations of the functions i2(v)[t) the
matrix 2™ ^/Tn^v,v^ can be diagonalized and we have:
+ - ( i T ^ W)W = °. « - 1.2, .... P,

(55)

from which it follows that the asymptotic forms of Q[t) and <pzz{t) are
respectively given by:
0(0 = X v-A - exp
<Pzz(t) — Hiy A- exp —f/t (b> -|- B.

^

The reciprocal relaxation times 1/t<5), found by diagonalizing the matrix
2 » llTniv’v,), will be given by a series expansion in terms of J ^ u :
lP W) = 25T-1 l/Tn(iJ), V = 1,2, ..., P,
the number of relaxation times thus being equal to the number of groups
in the general case. Some of the l/r(5) may be complex, this follows
from the fact that the matrix:
1lrn(v<v') need not be symmetric; so part
of the relaxation may have an oscillatory character.
For the case that two or more g-values, corresponding with different
groups are equal and the coupling terms for these groups: (0)±(».»') are large
enough we expect that the exchange of magnetization between these groups
is so rapid that they can be treated as one and the same group, so the
number of relaxation times will be reduced, being equal to the total number
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of different g-values. For computations of relaxation times in this case the
terms (0)±lv>v"> {gv = gv) should be included in J fi.
For two different groups having the same or nearly the same g-value,
but being very weakly coupled (the matrix elements of (0)±<»-*'> being very
small, which may be the case for special crystal structures) there is no
reduction of the number of relaxation times in general and (0)±<*,-t,'> should
be included in 2/Cn.
It need not be said that in the general case, one or more of the r(v) may
be equal, but this degeneracy seems to be very exceptional.
Our method for determining relaxation times for simple spin systems,
as developed in the sections 2-6, has a great analogy with the method of
V an H ove8) for computing the relaxation time for more general phenomena,
in the case of systems with a continuous energy spectrum.
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C h a p t e r IV

ON THE THEORY OF SPIN-SPIN RELAXATION II
Synopsis

The method for computing spin-spin relaxation times, developed in chapter III *)
will be worked out in more detail for systems containing only one magnetic specimen.
Numerical calculations are performed for two types of lattices, and the results are
compared with the experimental value of t for the ammonium cupric Tutton salt.
Besides a discussion of older theories on spin-spin relaxation is given and a comparison
of these theories with our one is made, regarding the theoretical foundation as well
as the numerical results.

!• Introduction. In chapter I I I 1) we derived an asymptotic expres
sion for the spin-spin relaxation time r, in the case of large external
fields, for magnetic crystals, containing only one magnetic specimen. This
expression was given by formula (42) l.c. In section 2 the function /(Dj^fc»),
given by formula (32) of ch. I ll 1), will be determined with the aid of its
moments of zero and second order, assuming a Gaussian shape.
So we arrive at a field dependence of r that is of the form:
t

= to exp (cH2).

Numerical calculations are given for two types of lattices i.e.: those in
which the magnetic ions are arranged in a simple cubic lattice and in a face
centered cubic lattice.
In the final results, expressed in terms of the internal fields, the values
H ia
H i.x> corresponding with the contributions of the dipolar inter
action and the exchange interaction to the specific heat, are inserted for
the ammonium cupric Tutton salt, and a comparison with the experimental
value of r, as a function of the external field H, is made. Only for this salt
detailed experimental data were available in the region where a comparison
with our results is possible (H^> Hi). The actual structure of this Tutton
salt is more complicated than that of the two types of lattices, for which
our computations are given, but more realistic calculations corresponding
with this actual structure seem to be very time-devouring, whereas those for
the more simple lattices may give a good approximation, if one uses the

of „and

*) Reference 1.
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actual values of Hitt and HUx. Besides the experiments are performed with
powders, whereas our calculations refer to single crystals and special
directions of the external field H, with respect to the crystal axes. Section
3 is devoted to a discussion of older theories on spin-spin relaxation. The
numerical results of the theory of K ron ig and B o u w k a m p 3) are also
compared with the experimental ones for the ammonium cupric Tutton salt.
So one sees that our theory, leading to a field dependence of r that is quite
similar to that of these authors, but giving another value for certain
constants, gives a better agreement with the experiments. Besides we may
remark that the underlying ideas of their theory, describing the relaxation
mechanism in terms of reversals of individual spins, are quite different
from the fundamentals of our formalism.
In the first theory of spin-spin relaxation, given by W aller 2), only the
case H — 0 is treated. B ro er 4)5) gave an extension of this theory for the
case H
0 and his results are quite different from those of K ro n ig and
B ouw kam p and of this chapter. However his results do not refer to the
“relaxation” part of the low frequency absorption, as is suggested, but to
the “resonance” part. The distinction between these two parts can be made
in a theoretical way and the two parts show a quite different dependence
on H. In the previous chapter1) we showed that the “resonance” part can be
neglected in the region where there is “relaxation” absorption. As to the
computations of W rig h t 6) of the field dependence of spin-spin relaxation
times the same remarks can be made.
The results of B loem bergen 7) and P e rsh a n 8) are quite similar to
our ones for the first order contribution to 1/r, but in their method a straight
forward correspondence with thermodynamical considerations concerning
spin systems cannot be shown in a simple way.
Finally attention is drawn to the similarity between the field dependence
of 1/t in our case and that of the line breadth of resonance lines, as computed
by K ubo and T o m ita 9).
2. Computation of r for special cases. The asymptotic formula for the spinspin relaxation time given in ch. I l l 1), formula (42), will be worked out for
the case that the perturbation hamiltonian 3#” (see section 2 l.c.) does not
contain Stark splitting terms. So the hamiltonian
' contains two parts,
aa and 3 ^” ex, corresponding respectively with the dipole-dipole and the
exchange interaction. A partition, as given in formulae (3) and (4) l.c.,
will now be given for 3^'dd ar*d ■%”ex separately. One has.
jtf” =
M”dd = i(?0o)2

dd ri" ^ ex,

\(Sr S k) - 3 M - 2 {Sr rjk)(Sk -rjk)] =
= S 2Af=-2(^W>

3Tex = £
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Ajk{Sr S k) = (0)ex.

(0

The operators (M)aa and (0)ex can be written as products of components
of irreducible tensors, for the definition and properties of which we refer to
E d m o nds 10). Making use of the tensor notation we have for the dipoledipole interaction:
(M)da = i
Tr2M^{f]k) Ts2m {Sj, Sk),
T 82±2{Sj,Slc) = S]±Sjc±,
T s2±1(Sj, Sk) — T (Sj± S/cz -p SjzSk±),
T°2o(S}, Sk) = IV 6 [S}zS kz - i(S]+ S k- + S j S k+)],
T r2±2(r]k) = —ligpo)2 {rjk)~3 (£)k ± *W*)2,
Tr2±i(rjk) = ± |(g/50)2 (r)k)~3 {£jk ± ifjjk) £]k,
T' 2o(rjk) = —i V 6 (gPo)2 (r3k)~3 (3Cjk2 — 1),
S± — S% d: iS]/i (£jk> rUk, C]k) —

fjk

(2)

(Xjk, yjk, Z]k)>

and for the exchange interaction:
(0)«a: = i
AjkTeoo[Sj, S k),
Tsoo(Sj, Sk) = SjzSkz
^(S]+Sk—-p Sj—S k+).

^^

In the final expression for r, use will be made of the quantities Hiddand Hiex,
defined in an analogous way as the total internal field Hi] for the definition
of the latter quantity we refer to chapter III x).
So we have:
1 Tr
2
(N -* oo),
iS (s + W o ) 2W i J = T
.
(4)
1 Tr
2
(N ~y oo).
* s (s + W o ) 2 W i . 2 =
,
In (4) N is the total number of spins; these formulae are asymptotic ex
pressions for large systems.
As was shown in ch. I ll 1), the determination of the relaxation time t ,
in the case: H ;> Hi, comes down to the determination of the function
/ (1)i,_i(eo). This determination, in all details, from a straightforward compu
tation of the moments, as indicated in section 5 of ch. I lli) , is impossible
in practice.
So we assume a Gaussian shape for this function and in this approximation
the value of r will be fully determined by the moments of zero and second
order, and we have:
7 - *■ [ ƒ d „ /<«!,-, (»)] p ^ q -j-ex p - W
a 1

'

/2 J W

.

1 T r[(0),[(0),(-l> ]](l) _ 1 Tr [(0), (l)]t [(0), (1)]
Tr (—1)(1)
*>
Tr(l)t(l)
’ ( )
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From (4) it follows that the internal fields Hidd and HUx are given by:
H i d 2 — 2 x (g fio )2

H iex2 =

a -6

P k ] ~ 6 ’ x — s (s

x ( g P o) “ 2

+ 1)>

^

A ]k2.

In (6) a is the distance between nearest neighbours and pjk = rjk/a- The
quantities Hid2 and Hu 2 have, for the two types of lattices considered
(simple cubic (s.c.) and face centered cubic (f.c.c.)) the values:
TA BLE I
f.c.c.

S.C.

Hu/
Hi..'

2 x ( g p 0) 2a - 6 8 .3 6 ( ± 5%0)

2 x ( g p 0) 2a~> 14.39

b x (g P o )~ 2 A 2

l2 x ( g P o ) ~ 2 A 2

(± 5°/m )

For the computation of Hit 2 it was supposed that Ajk is only different from
zero for nearest neighbours and has for all pairs of nearest neighbours the
value A.
The quantities Tr (l)t (1) and Tr [(0), (1)]+ [(0), (1)] depend on the
direction of the external field H with respect to the crystal axes. Three
cases will be considered:
a. a simple cubic lattice, H parallel to the (100) direction: (s.c. (100)),
b. a face centered cubic lattice, H parallel to the (100) direction:
(f.c.c. (100)),
c. a face centered cubic lattice, H parallel to the (111) direction:
(f.c.c. (111)).
We shall first give explicit expressions for:
(N Tr l)-i Tr {(l)t (1)} and (N Tr 1)-* Tr {[(0), (1)]+ [(0), (1)]}, (N -* oo),
in the general case and then give their values for the three cases a, b and c,
in terms of the quantities a, A and x.
1 Tr (l)t (1)
|* 2(g/So)4 a " 6
(1 - C;fc2) C]k2P ) k - 6 ,
N
Tr 1
( 1 - 3^2)2
1 T r[(0),(l)]t[(0),(l)]
w 8 r 7 _
— X* 2>(#y)--------- g
pjk
«12 L 24
Tr 1
N
(1 - W ) b i2
80

PJi

p jk1

(1 — 3f^fc2)2

12

X
xas ii

Jjkiu)*
1
(1 - V )

"4" Sfciy)#

( 1 - 3C,*2)2 (1 -

(28x + 9) x2
(ljk l£ jl

~b

V k l^ jl) C k ltjl

P ] k 6P k l 3P ) l 3
C jk2 ( 1

+

- 3Cfc;2)(l - 3Cjz2)

-

P j k 6P k l 3P j l 3

(1 — 3£;jfc2)(l — 3Cki2)[^]k^ji + iljkil]i)^}kCji |
■‘km)*
J
P j k 6P k l 3P ) l 3
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.

C}k2) C}k2

+

+ W«6 4

2
A jtA iifa ifa +

— 2S mü)#

(1

Ajic2

frt2) C^2
PU6

W w ) CjiCki

P}l3P k l3

o x ,*
^

kun*

A j k 2( £ j i h i + m m i ) Z ) £ k i , „
^ ^ « ( i - C ti2) c * i2 l
5-----5-------------------- 1- h k H J ) * -------------------- -—
p jrp k i3
P kl

e

A j k 2(

^q- (®* + 9) %2 S*(?y)
, (?/3o)6 , „
H------;r - è * 3

1 - C ^ 2) C/*21

+

«*D

D

J

‘kl(.J)^

. 4jjl K 1- 3^iic2)(hiiji + Vkm)CkiCji _ ( 1 - 3Cki2){£jk£ji + I7f*w) CjjfcCji 1
P)k3Pkl3p]l3
PJk3Pkl3P]l3
f
_|_ 2 2*,
1n
~ 3^ 2) ( ^ « + W*7«) tjltkl (1 — 3Cfc;2)(l — Cjl2) £jj2|~|
kl{,)*

1

P kl3p j l 6

p k i 3p ) i

6

Jj

In the numerical evaluation the sums marked with an asterisk, being small
with respect to the sum of all other terms, will be neglected. The summation
sign
indicates a summation over all lattice sites k different from an
arbitrary but fixed site ]. In the summation Sww)# we sum over all sites
both of them being different from an arbitrary but fixed j.
The values of the quantities (N Tr l)-1 Tr {(l)t (1)} and
(IV Tr l)"1 Tr {[(0), (l)]t [(0), (1)]}, expressed in terms of x, a and A, for
the three cases a, b and c, are given in Table II.
TABLE II
s.c.(lOO)
Tr (1)1(1)
N Tr 1
Tr [(0), (l)]t[(0), ( 1)]

f.c.c.(lOO)

f.C.C.( 1 11)

* 2(g/9o)4 a~* 0.189

* 2(g/So)4 a - e 1.123

*2(g/8o)4 a-« 0.850

*3(g/8o)8 C l - 1 2 -

*3(g/?o)8 a~12["
0.061
• [ 5 .4 3 - - ] +

*3(gj8o)8 a~12T
0-151
' L 21 ~ — J +
+- * 3(g/?o)4 a~2 A 2r
o .6 i
|^15.2
—]

N Tr 1

[ 1.46 — °'0009]
+ * 3(g/9o)4 a~® a21.51

+- x*(gp0)* «-« A 2• [ —

]

t

Now we are able to express the quantity (Aco)2, that appears in (5), in terms
of the internal fields Hidd and Hitx, with the aid of the Tables I and II. The
values of %2(Aw)2 in the three cases are given in Table III.
TABLE III
s.c.(100)
fi2 ( d ( o ) 2

( g p o n 0 .4 6 H U d 2 +

f.c.c.(lOO)
1.33

H

^ 2}

(g/So)2 [ o ,1 7 H

i d 2

I
+

f .c .c .( ll l)
(g/5o)2 [ 0 .2 5 H
/.
n

id d 2

0 .0 6 \

1-4 9 - —

+1

) " - 2]
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Now we shall first compare the theoretical and the experimental field
dependence of r for the ammonium cupric Tutton salt. In Table IV the
results of measurements of V e rstelle *) are given.
TA BLE IV

»

T

2000 0
1675
155Ö
1360
1250
1100

7 .9 6 -10-*
1.28- 10-s
0.796-10-8
0.404-10-*
0.266-10-8
0.175-10-8

If one plots log t versus # 2, the corresponding points lay, within the
experimental error, on a straight line and so all experimental results may
be given by:
r = (0.35- IO-9) exp (tf2/0.78• 106) sec,

(# in oersted).

(7)

The experiments of Verstelle are done with powdered crystals.
For the theoretical value of r we have to know the values of Hidd2 and
H. 2. These can be derived from the measurements of B enzie, Cooke and
W h itle y n ). So we find:
#(2 = 311-103 02,

H i J = 58-103 02, #^ 2 = 253-103 02.

The quantity x for this salt has the value: i ' f = f, (•$ = ?)• Now the
theoretical field dependence will be determined by the value of the quantity
2ft2(dft>)2/(g/90)2, that is given, for the three cases considered in Table V.
TABLE V

2*2(Jco)2/(s0o)2

s.c.(100)

f.c.c.(lOO)

f.c.c.(l 11)

7 3 -104 0 2

6 0 -104 0 2

7 4 -104 0 2

If these values are inserted in formula (5) a reasonable agreement with
the experimental field dependence, given by (7), is found. However it
should be taken in mind that (7) refers to a powder, whereas in Table V,
theoretical results are given for single crystals and special directions of the
external field. We have omitted the rather complicated computations to
determine %2(Am)2 for a powder, but our calculations are only performed to
give an order of magnitude of the theoretical estimate.
5 If the extrapolated value of r for # = 0 is denoted by r 0 the theoretical
formula for r has the form:
t = to exp (c#2),
(8)
*) V e r s t e l l e , J. C. to be published.
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in which the quantity c is equal to: (gp0)2/2h2*(Aco)2. From (5) and (2) it
follows that to is given by:
V 2*/d«>/<»!,_! (a.) '

ƒ

S,,.,,

.

The theoretical values of t 0 for the three cases, derived from Table III and
(9), are given in Table VI.
TABLE VI

To

s.c.(100)

f.c.c.(lOO)

f.c.c.(l 11)

7.0* 10~9 sec

1.8* 10~9 sec

2.7-10-»sec

These results are in disagreement with the experimental value of r 0, given
by (^) • to = 0.35‘ 10 ®sec. It has not been possible to give a satisfactory
explanation of this discrepancy so far. We expect however that for this salt
the contribution of the "double flips” to 1/r (see section 6 of ch. I ll i)) is
much more important than one should expect on the base of rough calcu
lations as performed in this section. The field dependence of both contri
butions should be of the same form, roughly spoken, because of the simple
quadratic dependence on H of the experimental value of log r and so the
agreement as to this field dependence between theory and experiment as
found in this section may have some significance. The coupling with the
nuclear spins of the copper ions has not been taken into account: we expect
that the corresponding contributions to the function /U)lt_!(«,) have a
breadth that is very small as compared to the total breadth of this function.
Small deviations from the isotropy of the g-tensor (g = 2) are likewise
neglected.
3. Discussion of other theories on spin-spin relaxation. The first theory
of paramagnetic relaxation was given by W aller
He confined himself
to the case H = 0 and as for the amplitude of the variable field, he studied
both cases h Hi and h Hi (in his notation H corresponds with our field
h). The only interaction between the spins, being taken into account, is a
dipole-dipole interaction. For the case h < Ht, he computed a characteristic
frequency r0, (vo)-1 giving the order of magnitude of the time necessary
for the spin system to reach internal equilibrium, after the field h being
suddenly switched on at t = 0. The characteristic time (ro)-1 was found to be
of the order of magnitude of hfgp0H{. Spin-lattice relaxation was not taken
into account for this low field case.
As stressed by B ro er 34)5), the frequency v0 corresponds to the breadth
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of the shape function ƒ(«), that can be computed in a simple way by the
method of moments, developed by V an V leck 12). In general one cannot
expect in this case that the relaxation function (pzz(t), related by /(<o) through
the formulae (11) and (29) of ch. I l l 1), has an asymptotic exponential form,
and for the exceptional case that this will be true, the corresponding r will
not be related in a simple way with the quantity (vo)-1K ro n ig and B o u w k a m p 3) were the first to give an estimate of the
field dependence of t. In a rather simple model they computed the chance
that the external field H is compensated by the local internal field, assuming
a Gaussian distribution for the component of this internal field in the
direction of H. So they arrived at the formula: t (H) = r(0) exp H 2/Ho2.
The quantity H q is of the order of Hiia, only the effect of the dipole-dipole
interaction being taken into account. For a face centered cubic lattice they
arrived at a value of Ho2 that is given by:
■
H o

~

«2
1 9 ‘2 ^

r

19.2*(g/?0)2
-

—

*

-

* " < -

•

This value of H02 refers to single crystals, for arbitrary directions of H,
and thus also to powders. For r(0) they took the value of the relaxation
time as computed by W aller.
As to the field dependence of r for the ammonium cupric Tutton salt,
discussed in section 2, this would lead in our language, in both cases b and
c, to a value of 2(hAw)2/{gPo)2, that is equal to: 4 -104 0 2, whereas the ex
perimental value is: 78-104 0 2. So, in this form, the theory of K ro n ig and
B ouw kam p shows a large discrepancy with the experimental results.
When the formula of these authors is replaced by: t (H) = t(0) exp H2\2Hp,
Hi2 = Hia2 -f Hie2, a rather good, but not very significant agreement with
the experimental results is found. However K r o n i g and B o u w k a m p ,
giving a primitive but clear description of a possible relaxation mechanism,
succeeded in predicting the general character of the field dependence of t,
without computing the precise value of 2h2(Aco)2l(gPo)2- In our opinion this
could only be done by means of a more detailed quantum mechanical
treatment, as given in the foregoing section.
In general one cannot expect a simple connection between the relaxation
time for large values of H and that of W a ll e r , through a formula of the
form: r(H) = r(0) exp H2/Ho2, because of the entirely different nature of
the two quantities t (H) and r(0) = (ro)-1 ; the first one can be related with
a relaxation mechanism, described in terms of individual spin flips, whereas
such a relation does not exist for r(0).
The similarity of the field dependence of the relaxation time computed
with the method of this chapter and of that of the relaxation time of Kronig
and B o u w k a m p becomes clear if one considers that in both cases r -1 gives
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the velocity of a rate process that becomes more and more forbidden as H
grows larger. The difference between the two theories lays in the fact that
in our case the elementary processes, giving rise to paramagnetic relaxation,
are of a character, more complicated than that of the single spin flips of
K ro n ig and B ouw kam p.
For the case H = 0, the asymptotic form of the equation (35) of ch. I l l 4),
given in section 6 l.c., cannot be used, because of the fact that the contri
butions to the integrals originating from the neighbourhood of the point
{h, h, h, ...) — (0, 0, 0, ...) do not give a good approximation for the value
of the total integrals, in this case, the characteristic times of the functions h2,
h3, ... and of Q(t) being of the same order of magnitude. We do not expect
in general an asymptotic exponential decay in this case.
B ro er 4)5) made use of standard perturbation methods to predict the
field dependence of the low frequency part of f(co) in the case: H^>
and doing so he arrived at a field dependence of r that is of the form:
t = const, x HfijH2. This result is in contradiction with that of K ronig
and B ouw kam p and that of our theory.
This discrepancy can be understood by means of the following argument:
The absorption computed by B ro er has not a relaxation character but it is
resonance absorption, because it originates from small clusters of spins for
which perturbation calculus does converge, whereas relaxation is a typical
many spin phenomenon. B ro e r’s absorption gives a contribution to the
integral ff(a>) dtu that is of the order of kT(Xo/N)(HiIH)4 and we have
neglected this contribution for the region in which there is relaxation
absorption. (For large spin systems (N 00) the perturbation calculus will
diverge in the general case as can be seen from straightforward evaluation
of the different terms in the series for the eigenfunctions).
Miss W rig h t 6) following the same line of thought as B roer, gave a more
precise calculation of the field dependence of r, arriving at a similar result.
An entirely different approach, more similar to that developed in
ch. I l l 1), was given by B loem bergen e.aJ). In a paper by Pershan»)
the method was worked out in detail for the cross relaxation in LiF, for
which a comparison was made with the experimental results. The distinction
between “cross relaxation” and the Kronig Bouwkamp relaxation does not
become quite clear for simple spin systems in the paper ’). For these simple
systems, containing only one magnetic specimen (S = i), their method
leads to the following cross relaxation probability :
w

=

—

Tr(1)t (1) ___L_ _

teW2

h2 N Tr 1 ^/{2n(Am)Z} CXp
2^(dw )2 ’
including only single jumps.
Introducing this transition probability into a rate equation for the
magnetization, including the proper Boltzmann factors, we arrive a t :
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d _
4n
— M z = N — gpo

—gPoH
eXP 2kT

_ gfioH
CXP 2kT T r (l)t( l)
j
N Tr 1

1
V{2ji(/Jft>)2} 6XP

fe W
2fe2(zl«>)2

_
T

in which formula r is the spin-spin relaxation time given in section 2 of
this chapter. In this way the method of B loem bergen e.a. leads to the same
value for r if only spin reversals of first order are taken into account (cf.
section 6 of ch. I l l 1)).
However the mechanism of the relaxation does not become quite clear
in their hybrid method for computing relaxation times and thejrate equation
given above does not lead to the real asymptotic value of M z, prescribed
by the rules of thermodynamics.
One cannot expect to find the good answer following their method because
of the fact that typical collective properties of the relaxation mechanism
were not taken into account in a proper way.
As to the computation of the cross relaxation time in the case of LiF
(see P e rs h a n l.c.) a method can be followed as indicated in section 7 of
ch. I l l !).
The author also developed a method to compute the so called cross
relaxation” time in some paramagnetic alums 13), for the case that the
crystal splitting and the magnetic splitting are of the same order of magnitude.
An outline of this method will be given in the next chapter.
Our formula for I/n , given in ch. I l l 1) (41), shows a great analogy with
the formula for the linebreadth Acot in the case of strong narrowing, given
by K ubo and T o m ita 9), formula (8.14). Assuming that there are only
contributions from M = ± 1, ± 2 and that the corresponding functions
/««-m .m H have a Gaussian shape, it follows from (32) and (41) of ch. I l l )
that the relaxation time n , for the case: H = 0, is given b y .
M2 Tr (M)t (M)
— = 2n S m=i ,2
ft2 Tr Sz2
T1

f
Tr (M)t (M)
I1
. ( 10)
_ Tr [(0), (M)]t [(0), (M)]“_

This formula is not simply identical with (8.14) of K ubo and T o m ita
l.c but the latter can be transformed into (10) by replacing S - and 3+
by Se and writing a>z = 0 *). One should expect that the two quantities
Acoi and 1/n were equal for H = 0, because of the fact that for this case
there is no longer a distinction between the parallel and the perpendicular
components of Sz. However our formula (10) does not give a good approxi
mation for 1/t in the case of H = 0, because of the higher order processes
becoming very important for small values of H. So (10) only gives the
*) Strong narrowing implies th at in our formula (10), (0) can be replaced by JT n -
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extrapolated value of the reciprocal relaxation time. Besides we do not
expect a Debye form for the low frequency absorption curve in the case of
small H and the asymptotic expression for Q(t) given in ch. I l l i) is not
correct in this case. We can only state that for H = 0 : 1jr\ and Aa)i are
of the same order of magnitude:
The difference between Jaq
and 1I n can be further illustrated by evaluating their values in the limit
of H -*• oo. In our case we have 1 /n (H = oo) = 0, whereas:

corresponding with the fact that for large values of H, only the secular part
of the interaction contributes to the moments of the absorption line (trun
cation).
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Ch a p t e r

V

ON THE THEORY OF SPIN-SPIN RELAXATION III
S y n o p sis
A typical relaxation m echanism is studied for w hich th e change in m agnetic energy,
accom panying a spin flip, is com pensated or p a rtly com pensated b y th e change in
electric energy. The spin flips are all tw o or m ore spin processes for th is m echanism .
A n essential p a rt of th e argum ent is th e p artitio n of th e operators of th e to ta l
m agnetic m om ent an d of th e to ta l spin m om ent in a diagonal an d a non-diagonal p a rt,
in a rep resentation diagonalizing th e zero order ham iltonian, containing only th e one
spin p a rts of th e to ta l spin ham iltonian (Zeeman p a rts an d electric p arts). O nly th e
diagonal p a r t of th e m om ents co ntribute to th e spin-spin relaxation.
J u s t as for th e m ore sim ple case, tre a te d in previous ch ap ters 1)2), th e num ber of
relaxation tim es equals th e num ber of groups of ions. M ost atte n tio n will be paid
to sim ple system s, containing only one group.

1. Introduction. In this chapter a relaxation mechanism will be studied,
first indicated in a paper by V erstelle, D rew es and G o rte r 3). A short
discussion of this mechanism has already been given by B loem bergene.a.4).
It is expected to be very important if the Zeeman energy and the electric
energy of the single spins are of the same order of magnitude. The character
istic processes are two spin flips for which the change in magnetic energy is
compensated or partly compensated by the change in electric energy. Also
more complicated processes of the same nature, in which three or more spins
turn over simultaneously, are possible. (The electric energy arises from
inhomogeneous electric fields acting on the paramagnetic ions; the corres
ponding contributions to the spin hamiltonian and general properties of
this operator are discussed in the papers 5)6))In section 2 the spin hamiltonian is given in its general form. The zero
order part of this hamiltonian: J f’o, only contains the one spin parts.
Zeeman energy and electric energy. Just as for the case treated in the
chapters III and IV 1)2), the spins may be divided into different groups,
according to the form of their contribution to
o and the way they are
surrounded by other spins. For simplicity we restrict ourselves to the case
that all ions have an isotropic g-tensor, the g-values of all of them being
the same. Throughout this chapter most attention will be paid to simple
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systems, containing only one group; the generalization for the more com
plicated systems will be shortly indicated.
The perturbation hamiltonian
, containing the two spin interaction
terms, can be split up into different parts, that are characterized by
their commutation relations with
[Jfo, ^ ' { A n)] = Anj r ( A n),

n = 1,2,3 ...,

in which the real quantities An are a number of differences of eigenvalues
of jT oAW. A n are continuous functions of H and we choose them in such a way
that they all have continuous derivatives with respect to the components
of H. For the secular part of JT': Jt'(0), the quantity A n obeys the equality:
An(H) = 0.
An analogue partition of the operators of the spin and of the magnetic
moment may be given; doing so the ^-components of these moments: Sz
and M z, corresponding with the direction of the field H, have the secular
parts S2(0) and M z(0) respectively, commuting with Jf'(0). The partition
of the operators Jtf”, Sz and M z, indicated above, is discussed in section 2.
The spin-spin relaxation time(s), given by the asymptotic form of the
relaxation function ip^t)1), will in this case be fully determined by the
correlation function:
<<M2(0) M z(0, t)y> = (g/lo)2 <<5Z(0) S2(0, f)», in which formula M z(0,t)
and Sz(0, t) are the Heisenberg representation of the secular parts of the
^-components of the magnetic moment and of the spin respectively; /So
is the Bohr magneton. The operators M z(0,t) and S2(0, t) are given by:
M z(0, t) = g/S0S2(0, t),
Sz{o, t) = exp — t (J^o + 3ÜT) sz(0) exp —
H

t ( j f 0 -f

').

%

In section 3 the asymptotic form of the relaxation function (pzz(t) and
that of the related functions r(t) and Q(t) (ch. I ll !)) are derived. In that
section we made use of a method similar to that exposed in ch. I l l x) ; both
methods are based on the formalism of K ubo and T o m ita 7). For the
simple systems it will be shown that 9ozz(t) has a simple asymptotic ex
ponential form:
(pzz{t) ~ A exp — tjr + B,
in which formula r is the single spin-spin relaxation time. It is shown briefly
in the same section that in general, for the more complicated systems
containing different groups, the number of relaxation times equals the number
of groups.
2. The spin hamiltonian. The operators Sz(0) and M z(0). The total spin
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hamiltonian may be divided into two parts: the zero order hamiltonian Stf o
and the perturbation W . Jfo only contains the one spin parts of the total
hamiltonian, i.e.: the Zeeman energy and the electric or Stark energy,
arising from asymmetric crystalline electric fields 5)6). If the hamiltonian
of the free t-th spin is denoted by
we have:
JTo(*).
All magnetic ions having the same spin S, the
(*) have in general
2S + 1 non-degenerate eigenvalues (H ^ 0). There may be different
groups of ions: for all ions of a certain group the contribution to o has
the same form. Besides all ions of one group have the same surroundings
of other magnetic ions, the translation that carries one ion of a certain
group into another of the same group being a symmetry operation for the
lattice as a whole. The zero order hamiltonian may thus be divided into
the parts corresponding with the different groups:
•* o = S i

J f o = 2 v '# eov,

w = 1,2, ..., P.

In this formula v numbers the different groups, P being their total
number. We shall mainly restrict ourselves to systems containing only one
group (P = 1) and the generalization for more complicated systems will
only be briefly indicated.
The perturbation hamiltonian 3tf” may be written as a sum of two spin
interaction terms, more complicated forms of interaction are negligible
in general:
J T = £i<* •#”(*, j),
•#"{*, i) = •#”(ƒ. *)•
is the operator of the interaction between the t-th and the j-th spin
(dipole-dipole and exchange interaction).
Taking a representation for which
is diagonal it can be shown in a
simple way that
may be divided into different parts:
=
+ *"(0),
that are characterized by the commutation rules:

(!)

[Jfo, .#”(4*)] = A * # ”(An),

(2)

[Sfo. *"(0)] = 0.

In formula (1) the real quantities An are equal to a finite number of
differences of eigenvalues of
being functions of H. These functions
An(H) may be chosen in such a way that they have continuous derivatives
with respect to the components of H. JT(0) is called the secular part of J f ,
corresponding with a difference A that obeys the equality: A(H) = 0; it
is supposed that none of the An figuring in the sum in (1) is identical to:
0. The An may be arranged in pairs of opposite values and from the hermiticity of the operator
it follows:
Jf' (An)t = J T ( - An),
JT'{0)t = JT'(O).
(3)
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Now we may write the total spin hamiltonian 3? in different ways:
= JTo + JT' = j Tï + ^ n ,
■*i =

.#0

+ Jr'(0),

(4)

■*n = 2 » * ”(An).
In formulae (4)
contains all secular parts of
and J f a all non
secular parts. An analogue division can be made for the operators for Sz
and M z. It is assumed that all ions have isotropic g-tensors with the same
g-value for all of them. So we have M = gfoS and it suffices to give the said
division for Sz only. (Just as in the chapters III and IV x)2) the 2 -axis
corresponds with the direction of the constant external field H and that of
the parallel high-frequency field).
The division of Sz takes the form:
Sz =
[STo, S,(J*)] = A„Sz(An),
Sz(An)t = Sz( - An),

-f- S2(0),
[JT0, S,(0)] = 0,

(5)

S,(0)t = Sz(0).

Every An will be equal to one of the An; the An correspond with energy
differences in the two spin spectra, whereas the A# give the energy differ
ences in the one spin spectra. From the foregoing it is clear that none of
the An is identical to: 0.
The operators
and S2(0) may be determined without solving the
secular problem for the unperturbed hamiltonian J t 0, as will be shown in the
Appendix I.
To find the different non-secular parts Jf?'(An) and Sz(Afi) it is necessary
to diagonalize
o, but for the determination of the spin-spin relaxation
times it is not necessary in principle to have the explicit form of 3 t'(A n)
and Sz(An), neither the values of the An and Aü.
In the next section we shall analyse the asymptotic form of the relaxation
function <pzz(t) and that of the related functions r(t) and Q(t). For the
definition and the physical meaning of these quantities we refer to ch. I ll l).
The asymptotic form for large times of these functions will be determined by
the asymptotic behaviour of the correlation function <<S2(0)S2(0,2)», in
the high temperature approximation. For the single spin systems <pzz(t) will
have an asymptotic form as given in the introduction:
<Pzz{t) -v A exp — t/r + B,
in which formula r is the spin-spin relaxation time. For more complicated
systems the asymptotic form of <pzz[t) will be a sum of exponential functions,
apart from a constant. These exponential functions correspond with the
different relaxation times
The total number of relaxation times will be
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in general equal to the number of groups of ions. As was done for the
operator Jfo, the operator Sz may be divided into the parts corresponding
with the different groups. So we have:
Se = 2* S*’,

v = \,2 ,...,P .

A division as made in (5) for the operator of the total spin moment can be
made for the different groups individually:
•V = ZnSzv(Aa) + St'( 0),

(6)

and the determination of the relaxation times for the systems, containing
different groups, consists in the analysis of the asymptotic form of the
correlation functions:
<<SZ(0) Sa*(0, t)».
If for reasons of symmetry or incidentally the one ion spectra of two dif
ferent groups are identical and if the two spin interactions between these
two groups are strong enough, there is a rapid exchange of magnetization
between these two groups and it may be necessary, for an adequate de
scription of the relaxation phenomena in this case, to treat them as one
and the same group.
In the next section we mainly restrict ourselves to systems, containing
only one group. The solution of the problem for the more complicated
systems is only briefly indicated.
3. Expansion of Sz(t) and Q{t). Determination of the relaxation time. To
determine the spin-spin relaxation time(s) of a spin system we have to
analyse the asymptotic form of the relaxation function cpzz(t). The definition
and the general properties of <pzz(t) and the related functions r(t) and Q(t)
were discussed in some detail in ch. I ll x) section 3.
In the present case the functions q>zz(t), r(t) and Q(t) are composed of
different parts corresponding with the different parts of SZ) given in (5). If one
looks at the form of the shape function /(to), being the Fourier cosine trans
form of Q{t) (cf. ch. I ll x) section 5), it is easy to see that the operators SZ(A^)
give rise to resonance absorption lines at the frequencies \An\f%, n = 1,2,...;
the operator S2(0) is the origin of the low frequency relaxation absorption
and gives relatively small corrections to the resonance absorption intensities
(this may be seen from simple time-dependent perturbation methods).
We are only interested in the low frequency relaxation absorption,
corresponding with that part of <pzz[t) that has, in general, the longest
characteristic time(s), the spin-spin relaxation time(s). In most cases those
parts of <pzz(t) that correspond with the resonance absorption have charac
teristic times of the order of h/gfioHi {Hi2 = Hidd2 + Hu 2, cf. ch. I ll *)),
whereas the relaxation time(s) is (are) expected to be much larger and showing
a strong dependence on H.
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Our method for computing the relaxation time(s) only gives convergent
results for the case that the distances between the two-spin levels An are
large as compared to g p o H i, for analogue reasons as those leading to the
restriction: H^> Hi in ch. I ll x). Only the experimental results with diluted
crystals are suited for an analysis following the lines of this chapter.
From the foregoing it will be clear that for asymptotic values of the tim e:
m o H t , the relaxation function <pzz(t) is given by (cf. ch. I l l 1)):
9’«(*) = PigPo ) 2 «Sz{0) Sz(0, *)»,

P = 1/kT,

(7)

if one uses the high temperature approximation (we are only interested in
that temperature region for which higher powers of /? may be neglected). In
formula (7) S2(0, t) is the Heisenberg representation of the secular part of
the operator of the 2-component of the total spin moment. The 2-axis
corresponds with the direction of the external magnetic field H. The operator
Sz(0, t) is given b y :
S2(0, t) = exp (it Jfjti) S2(0) exp(—it JF/h).

(8)

From (7) and the definitions of r(t) and Q(t) given in ch. I ll !) it follows
that the asymptotic forms of these two functions are given by:
m

= Hm m * -<<5z(0)^ (M )> > ,
N -* oo

iV

t > ti/gPoHt

(9)

to?o)2

Q{t) = » Z ^ ^ ^ y{Sz{0)}ar{Sz{0> t)]v«-

In formulae (7) and (9) « A » denotes the normalized trace of an operator
A: Tr A/Tr 1. a, y, ... indicate the eigenstates of J t, p being the total
number of them. N is the total number of spins. As to the limit: lim we
refer to the corresponding remarks in section 3 of ch. I ll x).
To determine the asymptotic form of the functions (pzz(t), r(t) and Q(t)
for times of the order of the relaxation time(s) we make use of a series
expansion for the operator Sz(0, t) in terms of
Now we shall first give
the analysis for the simple spin systems. At the end of this section the general
ization for the more complicated systems will be briefly indicated.
The expansion for the operator S2(0, t) in terms of J^xi is the analogue
of that given for M z(t) by K ubo and T o m ita 7), cited in ch. I ll !). From
the definition of Sz(0) it follows that the eigenvalues of this operator are
single valued functions of the corresponding eigenvalues of Jfo, except
for very special values of the components of H i.e.: those values dor which
multiple spin flips may occur, without changing the unperturbed energy.
A representation, diagonalizing 3^0, may be chosen in such a way that Sz(0)
is diagonal and that its (diagonal) elements are all continuous functions of H
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for all values of the components of H. The same is true for the operator
34?'{0) and it can be proved in an easy way th at the commutator of Sz(0)
and 34?'(0) vanishes for all lengths and directions of H:
[s«( o), jr ( o ) ] = o.

(10)

Following a derivation, analogue to th at given by K u b o and T o m ita ,
we find the following expansion for S2(0, t), starting from formulae (4) and
( 8) :
S,(0, t) = Sz(°) + SzW(t) + SzW(t) +
S*(°) = S*(0),
(11)
Sz<“>(*) = [th)~nSo &hfo dt2 . . . / 0*-1d ^ [S ,m ; 34?n {h), 34?u (h), ....
in which formulae the time-dependent operators 34?n(ti), 34?n(t2), ... are
given by:
Jf?n(0 = exp ( — t34?ij 34?n exp ^— — t 34?ij .
From (10) it follows th at the first order term in the series in (11): Sz<°), is
independent of t. Combining (9) and (11) we arrive at the following expansion
of the function r(t):
m =
o r n(t),
r

(gPo)2

y

r *w = i ”

W

pt

Jo

r*ti

dh

Jo

rtn-i

dt 2 ...

( 12)

Jo

«[•S2(0); 34?i i (^i ), 34?n(h), ..., 34?ii(tn)\ Sz(°)»
The second line of (12) may be transformed into:

r n(t) - lim
N —>oo

r « l r * . . . r ,d
Jo
Jo
Jo
« [ S 2<°>; 34?’(Alt h), 34?’[A2, h), ..., 34?'(An, tn)] Sz<°>»
S iSkA„=0
y ''^ )

following the same lines of thought as those leading to formula (22) of ch. I l l x).
As to the function Q{t) we arrive at an analogue expansion (cf. formulae
(23) and (24) l.c.):
m
Qn{t)
•lim 2* /-y
N —>oo
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=

o

Qn{t),

dtn.
(gpo)22 '[S z(0>;jr'(A 1, t 1),3 r (A 2,t2 ),...,3 r(A n,tn)]ar{Sz( % a
(i%)n pN

( 13)

in which formula £ ' stands for the sum m ation SÉ»a*=o- Ju st as in formula
(4) none of the Ak obeys the equality: Ak(H) = 0. The tim e dependent
operators Jtf”{Ak, tk) are given by:

3#”{Ak, tk) = exp

Jtf"(Ak) exp

(

To determine the asym ptotic behaviour of the functions Qn{t) we have to
look for the principal diagonal p art of the com m utators:

(**)-" S '[S2<°>;

h), jT '(J a> fa), .... jT {A n, /„)],

following the m ethod developed in ch. I l l 1). This principal diagonal p art
has the form :
— gn{h — fa, fa — fa , ....... , tn- \ — tn) Sz<°),

(14)

in which formula the c-number gn(h — fa, fa — fa, ..., tn- \ — tn) is given by:

gn(fa

fa, •••, fa—I ~ rfa) —

Tr S ' R |0>’, 3f'(Ai, fa), JT{A2, fa), .... Jr(A„, fa)] s z<°>
N -> oo
{in)» T r {Sz(°)}2

= lim

(15)

If the irreducible p art of (14) is denoted by:

hn[h

fa, fa — fa , ....... , fa -i — tn) S2<°>,

Qn{t) m ay w ritten in the form (t sufficiently large):
Qn{t) = - f l dfaffr dfa

dfa [hn{fa - fa, .... tn-! - fa) -

hp[ --)hn-p [-••) + •••] lim (g/So)2

{Sz^UiSzW},

(16)

I t is beyond the scope of this chapter to determ ine the q u a n tity :
{Sz<°>}tty{Ss«»}yg

lim (g/So)2

pN

b u t is not necessary to know its value for com puting the relaxation tim e t .
Still following analogue lines of thought as those developed in ch. I l l 1) we
arrive a t the following equation for the function Q{t):

&tih,2(ti) Si[t — ^i) -}t

+

—

d*i
J 0

JO

1\

dfah3(fa, fa) Q{t — fa — fa) + ... = 0,

(17)

h at has the asym ptotic solution:

S2[t) - A exp — t/r,

(18)
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if certain general conditions are fulfilled. It was not possible to indicate
in detail all the conditions, but we suppose that the following two are the
most important of them :
a. the differences of the unperturbed energy eigenvalues of the system
of two spins are large as compared to gfioHi : An ^> g/3oHi,

b. t > È/gPoHi.
t is the spin-spin relaxation time, given by:

In (18)

1/t = S - i 1/T„, 1/ ti = / 0°° dhh2(h),
l/r 2 = / 0°° d^iƒ “ d ^ 3(*i. <2), ....
For the general case the quantities 1/n, 1/ t2, 1/t3, ...
will obey the inequality:
... < ]1 / t3| «^|1/ ts|

1/ti ,

and may be expressed in terms of the complex Fourier transforms of the
function hn.
These Fourier transforms are given by:
hn(tl> ^2, •••• tn—l) =
= f dcoi dct) 2 ....... dcojj—i exp

-j- 0 )2^2 -f-

+ ... (O n-itn-l) F<n_1> (coi, « 2 , ..., <wn- 1 ),
from which formula it follows that the quantities 1/n,
by (cf. ch. I l l !)):

1 / t2 ,

(19)

... are given

l/n = jrFa>(0),
1/r2 = 2 m j dtoF(2)(ft), 0)

^ , ..........

For practical computations it will be sufficient to compute only the first
order contribution to 1/ t : 1/n - The functions F (-n'>are in principle determin
ed by their moments that can be computed in a straightforward way with
the aid of formula (15) and (19). However, in a practical case it is more
suitable to split up F W into different parts that correspond with the
different commutators, figuring in (15). These different commutators
correspond with different sets of values of the quantities A\, A2, ..., An.
So we have for instance:

f (1>h
Tr [Sz<°>;

„T o,

= s « /£>_„. M.
t), J f ' ( - An)] SZW
Ti* Tr {S2(0)}2

(

21 )

= ƒ dco exp (imt) /<«,„, ,.*,(<»).
The definition of the functions/<1)Jji>_Jji((w) is a straightforward generalization
of that given for the functions /d )_ M M in ch. I ll *). In an analogue way
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the functions fWAl,A,,A,> i (3)aua^a,m <...... may be defined. For the determi
nation of the moments of the functions f™A M ,At, fWAM ,At,A>, - we
have first to substract the reducible parts of the corresponding commu
tators (cf. ch. I I I 1)).
The leading term in the series for 1/r : 1/ri may be approximated in
general by:
1/Ti =

Am, - A m{ 0)»

Am = Min.d^j^l),

for analogue reasons as those leading to the approximated value of 1/n , in
ch. I ll i).
In this approximation the relaxation time r will be given by:
' = [ ^ / (V - , m(0)]-i.

(22)

For the computation of this approximated value of r it will be necessary
to solve the one spin eigenvalue problem, i.e. diagonalize the matrix of
(cf. section 2).
In Appendix II some simple numerical illustrations of the theory,
developed in this section, will be given.
For the more complicated systems, containing different groups of spins,
there is a straightforward generalization of the method indicated above.
The functions ü n(t) should be divided into different parts QnW[t), corres
ponding with the different groups. This division goes parallel with the
partition of the operator Sz : Sz = 2» Szv, and a partition of the Szv
into a secular part and different non-secular parts, as indicated in formula
(6). So we have:
(i{t) = £„ P ( /) , Qn(t) = St, fi*W(Ó, ®(v)(t) = S“=0QnW(t),
= u A h rt Ah .../o '-1Atn.
>limSa# W 2 2'is*v(Q) ;
N -+oo

Y

(23)

h),...... , j r ( A n, M ]gy{ ^ (0)U
(i%)npN

The second line of (23) leads to a system of linear integro-differential
equations for the functions Q(v)(t), as indicated, for the analogue case, in
section 7 of ch. I ll !).
The number of these equations, being given by the number of groups,
is equal to the number of relaxation times, for the general case. For reasons
of symmetry or accidentally two or more relaxation times, that may be
computed from the asymptotic form of these equations, may be equal.
As to the field dependence of r for the simple systems the following
general remarks can be made. In first order the relaxation time is completely
determined by the functions
that have maxima for the
frequencies: w = An\% respectively.
The quantities An are functions of H, but in general the dependence is
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not linear: That means that the shape of the functions
depends
oa ff in general, so that the field dependence of r will be more complicated
than that for the simple case treated in ch. I l l 1). However, it may be possible
that in the neighbourhood of a field Ho, for which one of the An is equal
to: 0, this An may be expanded into a series of the form:
Am(H) = a.(H - Ho) + ....

(24)

and that for \H — H0\ sufficiently small, the first term in this series gives
a good approximation for the value of Am(H). For Hi sufficiently small,
that means for high magnetic dilution, there may be a range of values and
directions of H:
H i < ^ \ H - H0\ < K ,
{ K > 0),
for which (24) gives a good approximation of Am(H), while in the same
interval our method can be applied. In this region the relaxation time will
be given by:
r =
0)]-i,
and the function fmAm_AJ0) may be well approximated by an expression
of the form: C0 expG[H — H0). G is a quadratic expression (homo
geneous) in the components of the vector H — Ho; the coefficients in this
expression may be determined by computing the moments:
ƒ d<w/(1)d„,-j„M and fdm{m — Amjh)2

-*.(«>)>

by means of formula (21). Co is a constant.
The relaxation mechanism exposed in this chapter is believed to be the
origin of a typical phenomenon, indicated by V erstelle, D rew es and
G o r te r 3). For certain paramagnetic alums, % and % , measured at a fixed
frequency, show a sharp field dependence in a certain region of values H.
A detailed comparison with the results of our theory is not possible because
of the fact that the experiments are performed with powders, and the t
computed following the lines of this chapter shows a strong anisotropy.
However, we have the impression that their results and the results of the
theory given in this chapter are qualitatively in agreement with each other.
APPENDIX I

The determination of the operators S2(0) and
Formulating the
problem in a general way we have to find that part of an operator B that
commutes with a given operator A. As to the operator Sz the problem is
reduced to the problem of finding that part of the operator S{Z that
commutes with 3^o(*)> * denoting the i-th spin. The sum of all these secular
parts is denoted by Sz(0).
For the operator
' we have to find that part of the operator
j)
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that commutes with J f 0(i) +
(?); the sum of these parts is denoted by
Jf'(O). For the solution of the general problem we suppose that all eigenvalues
of A are different. For that case: 1, A, A 2, ..., A 1- 1 is a complete set of
operators, commuting with A, if I is the total number of eigenvalues of
this operator.
From this set an orthogonal set may be derived by means of Schmidt’s
orthogonalization method:
C 0

—

C0 = l/(Tr 1)*,

1>

C[=A

— (Tr ACo) Co,

Ci = Q(TrC;V<

C'2 = A 3 - (Tr A K i) Ci - (Tr A*C0) C„,

C2 = C'/(Tr C 'V ,

C2 = A 3 — (Tr A 3CZ) C2 - (Tr A 3C{) Cx -

Cs = C'/(Tr C'V,

- (Tr A 3Co) Co,
The diagonal part of the operator B is now given by:
S ^oC T r BCi)Ct.
For a practical case it may be more simple to diagonalize the operator A
and to determine the diagonal elements of the operator B in the corres
ponding representation.
If two or more of the eigenvalues of J f 0(i) or
(?) coincide for
special directions and lengths of H the corresponding diagonal parts of
Siz and 30”(i, j) can be determined from the diagonal parts for neighbouring
values of the components of H.

A PPE N D IX II

Numerical exam-pies. To illustrate the results of this chapter we shall
compute the relaxation time t, for the case discussed in section 3, for some
simple lattices. These lattices do not correspond with actual salts, but our
calculations may give an insight in the qualitative behaviour of the spinspin relaxation phenomena for the case that the Zeeman and the Stark
splitting are of the same order of magnitude.
One of the most simple zero order hamiltonians, giving the typical
relaxation phenomena, has the form:
= EiJfo(t),
J f 0{i) = -gfoH Siz

+

D[Siz* - f],

Si

= f, g = 2.

* V 0 commutes with Siz and the energy eigenvalues for the free i-th spin
may be characterized by the corresponding eigenvalue of SiZ: m.
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So we have:
m = ± f : E ±t = D + §gfoH,
m = ± \ \ E± i = —D + \gfoH.

(II)

The secular part of Sz: Sz<0) is simply given b y : Sz<°>= Sz■For all ions the
crystalline field has axial symmetry and we study the case that the vector
H is directed along the crystal axis, that is the same for all ions. For this
case the one spin energy eigenvalues show a very simple dependence on D
and H, whereas the corresponding eigenstates are fully characterized by
the value of m, just like the energy eigenvalues.
There are real spin hamiltonians showing resemblance with (I), e.g. that of
chromium potassium alum. This salt, however, contains four ions per unit
cell, corresponding with four different magnetic axes. The perturbation
hamiltonian y f , giving rise to the two spin transitions we are interested in,
contains two spin interaction terms. We only take into account the dipoledipole interaction, and with this restriction 3^' is given by formula (1) of
ch. IV 2). The typical two spin transitions we are interested in, are the
following ones: A couple of spins i and ƒ, originally in the state (wj = —
mj — -f- \), also indicated by |— J>, makes a transition to the state
\\, |>. The difference between the energy of the initial and that of the final
state is given by:
Am = 2 (D - gPoH),
(III)
and it follows from section 3 that this transition has a large probability for
Am «a 0 or gfioH ss D. As already outlined in section 3 we restrict ourselves
to the case that:
\Am\ ^ gPoHi,
for the computation of the relaxation time r and suppose that all other
differences \An\ are large as compared to \Am\. The change of the 2-component
of the spin for the double jump, indicated above is: 2. (It is a whole number
because of the fact that we study an exceptional case for which Sz commutes
with J f 0).
Introducing the quantities a> and H in the following way:
ÖJ = 2(D - g/30H)/È = - 2gp0Hlh,
and assuming a Gaussian shape for the function

H = H - D/gp0,
,-j„(<«) we have:

= fa)Am,-Am(“>) exP —'(»'— «)2/2(/M 2For the definition of the function
relaxation time r is given by:

(IV)

we refer to section 3. Now the

T = [ 2 V - * . (°)]-1'

(V)

and its numerical value can be determined by computing the following
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moments, that are given by formula (21):
4 Tr

ƒ

t
Tr 5Z2

f dco(c - °>)2f(1)Am,-AmN =

4 Tr

(VI)

JT(0)][3T(Am), J T (0)]t
%4 Tr 5,2

The different parts of J T : JT (A n), JT(0), are defined in section 2. The
operators Jf'(0) and J^'(Am) are defined in the most simple way by giving
the matrix elements in a representation, diagonalizing all SjZ. We have:
(gd0)2 ,
* ' ( 0) = I f — —
[SizSjz - ${(Si+Si~) + (St-SJ+)}] ■
‘0 - 3Cy2)py~3,
[Am) = —

(VII)

(Si+S]+)(£ij — irjij)2 pif~s.

For the definition of the quantities: |y ,
£y, Pi] and a we refer to
ch. IV 2). The same applies for 5j+, Sj-, etc.
(Si+Sj-) and (Si-Sj+j correspond with those parts of the operators Si+Sjand St-Sj+ that obey the commutation relation:
[(-S«±Stf)>

0] = 0,

with the restrictions outlined in section 2 ((Si±S^) should be continuous
functions of H). In an analogous way (Si+S]+) is given by:
[30o, {Si+ 5;+)] = Am.
The matrix elements are derived in an easy way and we have:
<b I \(Si+s}+)\ - y > = 2V3,

<§, | |(s1+s,_)| i, |> =

<f, i \(Si+Sj+)\ I - i> = 2V3,

f I(Si—S]+) | §. i> = 3 ,
<i, - 1 \(Si+S,-)\ - i , i> =
^
2 |(Si-Sj+)\ %, — = 4.

(VIII)

From (VI), (VII), (VIII) it follows that the moment of zero order is given by:

ƒ dco/d)

M

<S«*
ffia6

(> - C<rt>
„-----•
Pif

.....
(1A)

For the moment of second order we find a rather complicated expression.
In the general case it is given by:

ƒ do>(n> -

M)Va)Am,-AmH

(gPo)8 ,
X
64 ——L v v

v - - vZjh^k
- -.

•Tr [(Si+Sj+), SizSjz — J{(5j +Sj _) + (5j_5^+)}] ■
■
$ h z$ k z ~~!{(%+%-) + (%_5^+)}]t•(!« - ««*)• ( 1 - 3Cï7 2) ( |a* + ivnic)2(\ - ^ k t) { p iiP q PkkPk%)~W Tr Sz2 .
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Now we suppose that the most important contribution to this second
moment originates from the following combinations of indices:
(ij) = (hk) or (ij) = (kh),
(ij) — (hk)

or (ij) = (kh).

So we find the following approximated value of the second moment:
f dw(w — w)2/ (1)^m,_jmH =
1

320

fi4 a 12

1647 2 '

C y 2) 2

^

(1

- 729

(1

,6

3 Ci7 2) 2

-

(X)

Pit
£ « 2) 2 (1

-

ƒ(#<)

-

3 C y 2) 2

■

p tr

In formula (X) the summation
indicates a summation over all
indices ƒ and ƒ (that may be equal), different from a fixed index i. The sum
mation
just as in formula (IX), indicates a summation over all indices
ƒ, different from a fixed index t. From (IV) it follows that the quantity (Aw)2
is given by the quotient of (X) and (IX).
The relaxation time r may be expressed in terms of Aw, H and
fd(ofd)Am_Am (a) and is then given by:
t = A w { V 27ijda>fd)Am_Aa

(w)}-1 exp 2H2!

gP o

• B = H ~ DlsPo-

(XI)

It will be convenient to express the final results in terms of the internal
field Hi, that is given by (cf. the chapters III and IV 1)2)):
Hi2

15
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(gPo) ^ t

----------

^

P

H

_ _fj
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We made numerical calculations for two types of lattices: simple cubic and
face centered cubic lattices, that are indicated by s.c. and f.c.c., respectively,
in table VII. This table gives the values of the zero order moment and of
(Aw)2 for these two types of lattices. The combination of this table and
formula (XI) immediately gives t as a function of H in the range of values
of H indicated in the beginning of this appendix.
TABLE VII

s.c.
f.c.c.

- U M (o V
exp 2H j ( ^
)

f A c o f1'A m, - A m((o)

(A co)2

0 .1 1 2 (g /?o ff4/S )2

0.79(gjSo H ,lh ) 2

e x p H 2l0 .3 9 H t2

0.29(g/So H tlh ) 2

e x p H 2/0 A 5 H i2

0.1 0 9 (g jS o ff(/* )2

The results given above serve as an example for the application of our
theory. For the greater part of the real cases the computations are far more
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complicated. In most salts there are more than one group of spins and there
cannot be found directions of H for which the component of the spin of each
group in the direction of H commutes with 0- For this reason the one spin
eigenvalues and eigenstates depend in a complicated way on H, and also
the quantities An and S2<°>. However the general character of the field
dependence of the relaxation time(s), in the neighbourhood of a value H0,
for which one of the An = 0, will be the same, having the form:
T

=

T

( H = Ho) exp------—----- ,
otH f

in which formula a is a quantity of the order of 1, that depends in general
on the direction of H — Ho. t(H = Ho) is only a theoretical quantity, not
corresponding with the actual value of r for H = H0.
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SAMENVATTING
In dit proefschrift wordt een theoretische analyse van de paramagnetische
spin-spinrelaxatieverschijnselen gegeven en een berekening van de ver
houding van de geïsoleerde en de adiabatische susceptibiliteit van spinsystemen. De samenhang van deze onderwerpen wordt getoond in hoofdstuk
I I : de spin-spinrelaxatietijd markeert het frequentiegebied waarin x'(co)
daalt van de waarde van de adiabatische susceptibiliteit (xs) tot die van de
geïsoleerde susceptibiliteit (%issin). Er kunnen ook verschillende spin-spinrelaxatietijden zijn.
Van de geïsoleerde susceptibiliteit wordt een algemene definitie gegeven
in hoofdstuk I. Onderscheid wordt gemaakt tussen de geïsoleerde suscepti
biliteit, berekend op een wijze die alleen correct is voor kleine systemen en
waarbij gebruik gemaakt wordt van elementaire storingsrekening (%i8sm),
en die welke gevonden wordt met methodes, die alleen van toepassing zijn
voor grote systemen (%is).
Voor de laatste wordt bewezen dat deze gelijk is aan de adiabatische
susceptibiliteit (hoofdstuk II). * issm correspondeert ook met een extensieve
grootheid van grote systemen, maar komt voor deze systemen niet meer
overeen met de susceptibiliteit voor de frequentie: co = 0. In hoofdstuk I
wordt een eenvoudige relatie van %issm en
afgeleid; we bewijzen:
Xis8mlxs = 4/5 voor een grote klasse van poeders van magnetische zouten.
Spin-spinrelaxatietijden worden berekend in de hoofdstukken III, IV
en V; in hoofdstuk III voor systemen in sterke uitwendige magneetvelden,
met enkele numerieke resultaten in hoofdstuk IV (voor dit geval is de
Zeemanterm in de spinhamiltoniaan zeer groot ten opzichte van alle andere
termen. In hoofdstuk V wordt de invloed van relatief sterke kristalvelden op
het relaxatiemechanisme onderzocht. Voor enkelvoudige spinsystemen, die
slechts één type magnetische ionen bevatten, vinden we steeds één relaxatie
tijd, die wordt gegeven door de waarde voor frequentie nul van de frequentieverdelingsfunctie van de matrixelementen van het niet-seculaire deel
van de wisselwerking, in een representatie waarin de nulde-orde-hamiltoniaan
(Zeemanenergie en electrische energie) en het seculaire deel van de wissel
werking diagonaal zijn.
Een generalisatie voor meer gecompliceerde spinsystemen, die verscheidene
groepen ionen bevatten, is aangegeven. De resultaten van de theorie worden
in hoofdstuk IV vergeleken met die van andere auteurs, voor zover het de
processen geanalyseerd in hoofdstuk III betreft.
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